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Do you know how to make a 'Pfeffernuesse'
or do you even know what it is? You'll soon find
out that and many other exciting things about cooking, mealplanning and special helps from the wonderful selection of
cook books suggested here. Try your hand at something
different, the directions are simple and clear and will open
•
your mind to a world of new ideas for fixing food.
BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS COOK
BOOK. Here is the queen of cook books with
America's favorite recipes, meal planning
and suggestions for special occasions. There
is no end to the new ideas for budget purses.
(MH) ....................... $2.95

THE BOSTON COOKING SCHOOL COOK
BOOK by Fanny M. Farmer. Revised by
Wilma Lord Perkins. The Golden Jubilee
Edition and the seventh complete revision
of America's favorite basic cook book. 11lustrated. (LB) ..... .. .......... $3.00

BETTY CROCKER'S PICTURE COOK BOOK.
Over 2,000 carefully tested and reliable
recipes with illustrations to help simplify
procedures, 36 in full page color, also black
and white. Standard case bound edition.
(WH) .......... . ............. $3.50
Deluxe ring-bound edition. (WH) .. $4.75

THE FANNY FARMER JUNIOR COOK
BOOK. A cook book for children over ten
which assumes absolute ignorance on the
part of the young cook. Index of recipes and
cooking terms. With illustrations by Martha
Howell Setchel I. (LB) .. . ........ $2.00

ENCYCLOPEDIC COOKBOOK. Never has
a cook book been so richly illustrated with
both black and white and full color illustrations. In addition to all the recipes (over
a thousand) the book covers all phases of
meal planning with menus for every day.
(GR) ....................... . . $4.95

RECIPES AND MENUS FOR FIFTY. The
complete recipe manual of quantity cookery
for all occasions brought up to date with a
comprehensive collection of all forms of
quanti1y cookery included. Every step in the
menu is easily planned, soups of various
kinds, a wide range of entrees, meat dishes ,
and every kind of recipe. (BF) ...... $3.50

Add state sales tax if any. None on interstate ord ers
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Please order from House serving you

Baltimore 3
Nashville 2

Chicago 11
New York 11

Cincinnati 2
Pittsburgh 30

Dallos I
Portland 5

Detroit 1
Richmond 16

Whon In Atlanta or Boston be 1urc t o stop in our COKESBURY BOOK STORES : In Atlanta. 72 Broad St .• N. W.

Kansas City 6
San Francisco 2
In Boston, 577 Boyhton Street

of mothers who had been born here, and
the babies were cared for by a doctor who
had been born here!
MARY DEAM
Mary Johnston Hospital
Manila, The Philippines

Missionary Enter/Jrise
Seems to Ignore Intellectual Grott/J

Potatoes and Progress
in Chile

• I take Latin America's most needy mission field to he, not the Indian population
of several million, hut the highly educated
and cultured classes. . . . These of course
have not been entirely neglected. Our mission
schools have established contact with educated people in many countries, developing
cordial relationships. But there is a highly
sophisticated clement strong in university, government and professional circles, that seems
to be almost ignored by our missionary effort.
. . . There arc numerous persons who repudiate all dogmatic religious beliefs. . . .
I seldom found in the missionary program
any conscious effort to interest this sophisticated group . . . . It is on the basis of personal contact, and through correspondence
and reading that I take this to be a neglected
field.
JonN C. GRANDERY
San Antonio, Texas

• This last growing season was like that in
parts of the United States. \\Tith cool moist
weather we· had wonderful pastures and lots
of hay. Wheat gave the highest yield in
perhaps twenty-five years. Potatoes sown .on
hmd just removed from ten years of fertilized pasture are running at least five hundred bushels per acre. The potatoes are a
revelation of the value of new and longer
rotations of crops ....
For the first time in nearly thirty years
we have a young Chilean pastor for our Vergel
Church. Esteban Fetis, the son of one of our
older pastors, is active, full of ideas, and
thoroughly consecrated to his task. He was
married early this year to the daughter of a
Pentecostal pastor. Both the young people
are fresh from our seminary in Buenos Aires.
\Ve have high hopes for the continued progress of the work of our church under their
leadership.
ELDERT AND l\'1ARIAN REED
El Vergel Farm, Angol, Chile

Screening in Kentuchy
• Last spring when I was in Lexington I
took the opportunity to call on President
!vicVey, author of the book, The Gates Open
Slowly. He was greatly interested in hearing
about Erie School and suggested that if I
could get a mailing list of the superintendents
of schools, attendance officers, supervisors,
etc., we might do a great service to the
present emergency situation by writing these
persons and letting them know of our program. This in turn would enable us to be
more discriminating in the selection of our
students-to have a waiting list, perhaps,
and accept those who are most capable,
most worthy, and most needy. Vle are working on this right now.
There are very few Protestant private
schools in Kentucky, and in view of the
overwhelming number of children who are
unable to attend school because of poor location, etc. I believe we will be doing a good
thing if we can make our admissions policy a
more selective process. I recall the vote of
the \Vorkers' Conference two years ago, that
our schools should be dedicated to the development of Christian Leadership-and that
demands a selective process in order to admit
the best possible candidates for training.
MRS. DAVIS STEINDERGER
Erie School, Olive Hill, Ky.

Twenty Thousand Babies
• On the thirty-first of l\'farch we had Homecoming Day for the former Mary Johnston
Hospital babies. There have been twenty
thousand! Of course we did not expect that
many to come, but a large crowd did come
that clay. We had a program in which prizes
were given to the "oldest baby" and to the
youngest, and to the largest number of Hospital babies born to one family. That day
we found that we had two babies born here
OCTOBER
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Illusions Dis/Jelled
in Argentina
• Being a missionary has thoroughly dispelled two illusions for me. In the first place,
I have discovered that, whereas I came to
give, I have already received more from my
students, my parishioners, and my Argentine
friends than I shall ever be able to repay. I
have learned some things about courtesy.
about the pleasure of conversation, about
new ways to appreciate children, old folks,
and just friends that I hadn't learned in the
States. I have felt awe and humility before
the enthusiasm and dedication of "new"
Christians. I have come to know a little
more about patience, the value of knowing
when to wait.
In the second place, wl1en I receive a
letter from some friend who writes about
"your sacrifice" my feelings are a rnixture of
shame, embarrassment, and amusement . . . .
The full, happy life of a missionary provides
deep satisfaction, to feel that I am attempting
to align my life with God's great purposes.
... In the work of Kingdom building, I soon
discovered that the "gro\ving season" runs all
year.
GALAL KERNAH.\N
Union Theological Seminary
Buenos Aires, Argentina
(from Pampa Breezes)

Busy Summer Days
at Pittman Center
• Summer sun and vacation time may mean
diminished church activities in some parts of
the country-but not in the eastern Tennessee mountains where the Methodist mission, Pittman Community Center, is located.
Religious work at the Center is strengthened during the summer months by a group
of volunteer helpers-ranging geographically
from Ohio to Florida.

Gifts of Methodist people across the
country during the 1950 Vlcek of Dedication made possible the new Burnett Memorial Chapel on the campus. Named in honor
of the founder of Pittman, John S. Burnett,
this new church was the second church on
the Pittman charge to be dedicated within
the year.
111c Burnett Chapel, with its silver cross,
points a symbol of faith and perseverance.
Last lVIarch, a new Sunday school was
opened on Laurel Mountain. Staff members
from Pittman ride and walk the three miles
up a winding mountain path to a home where
ten to twenty persons gather on Sunday afternoons to learn about Jesus and his life.
During the past summer, Vacation Bible
Schools were held for the children of Shields
[\fountain, Shultz Grove, \Vebbs Creek, and
Clear Spring churches. In August, schools
were held at Black Gum Gap and at Pittman
Center.
ARNOLD D. \VASSON
Randall Methodist Church
Cleveland, Ohio

Grandmothers Have Their Day
in Mexico
• I am counsellor for the young people's
group-sixteen- to twenty-year-olds. These
young people work hard. The church is a
popular meeting place, and often there will
be twenty young people to drop by after
school. Their sixteen-page magazine, Lumbre,
comes out every two weeks.
Not long ago, these young people decided
to do something special for the grandmothers
of the community-because, they said, nobody does do anything special for grandmothers. So they had a Grandmotl1ers' Day
banquet. . . . Now they are working on a
special version of the Little Red Riding Hood
drama-in which it is the wolf that gets
eaten.
BERTHA BAKER
Puebla, :tvlexico

Growth and Service

in Hong Kong

• \Ve will try to sen-e in any way we can
the people crowded into the great city of
Hong Kong. It has grown suddenly from a
city of less than a million to two-and-a-half
million people. This sudden growth has resulted in great scarcities of water, schools,
churches, and jobs. There is a great need for
sympathy, understanding, and friendship.
We are fortunate, for the McCoys are
leaving us a furnished apartment. It is on
the Kowloon side of Hong Kong, and we
will cross daily to the city, on the large,
modern ferries. \.Ve will have the thrill of
seeing the ships of the world lying in harbor.
At night, the lights of the city, rising from
the water front to the Peak, will remind us
of a sparkling Christmas tree. The English
Methodists work in Hong Kong, and we
will co-operate with them in any way we
can .... Our address will be : The l\·!ethodist
Office, 22 Hennessy Road, Hong Kong.
Sm and OLIVE ANDERSON

Home for Homeless
in Brazil
• One day a week I go to the orphanage,
where I teach gymnastics to the children
during the morning hours, and do secre-
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tarial work in the afternoon. The orphanage
has thirty-fi\'c children, eight or nine years
of age. !\lost of these children arc not actually
orphans, but arc children from broken or
too cro\\'decl homes. Dona Louisa, who is in
charge, has dedicated her life to this Home.
She has seen many of the children grow
into fine Christian workers.
The orphanage grows a large share of its
food, and docs what it can to support itself
by selling milk.
'!'vlAHY CUHTISS
Colcgio Ccntcnario,
Santa !\!aria, Brazil
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l' omw Christians

Lead 0in In a·in

• "l\!Y \\'ork is in the evangelistic and \'illage
schools: So many fine young men, Christian
leaders, have come out of these \'illages an~l
,-illagc schools . . . . One of these leaders JS
Suman Chander. He finished our l\·!adhopur
Dav School and the Sawtelle School in
;\;;ah. The~ he took teac11crs' training in
Inoraham Institute. Now he is the teacher
of "our Kakri \'illagc day school. His day scho~I
is thriving. At night, when the day's work JS
o,·er, he gathers about him t\\'enty-two young
men who have been working in the fields
all day, and he teaches them to read and to
write. He has organized among the young
people a fine Youth Fellowship.
Sakichand Dillu is another product of
our \'illage schools. He finished our Madhopur
Day School, and Sawtelle School, and graduated from the go\'crnmcnt high school m
Rasra , in first division . Now he is in our
Theological College in Juhbulpore and is
preparing to become a preacher.
Singhassan Sarup also finished in these
schools. His school has 40 children, and he
is teaching them well.
Ams RoBB!NS
Rasra, Dist. Ballia, U. P ., India

TV orld Outlook Gets Around
in Virginia
• Our \\'oman's Society of Christian Service gets three copies of \VoRLD OuTLOOK.
\Ve file one copy in the library and then
we cut out various stories in the other two
copies and give them to different secretaries
of the \\'Ork in tl1e Society. They read them
and report on them at our monthly meetings. . . . I think that page, "\Vorld Outlook This Month," is made for me!
l\IRS . LEWIS COMPTON
Vernon Hill, Va.

ADDITIONAL HONOR ROLL LIST
OF PERSONS WHO OBTAINED
THREE OR l\IORE NEW COJ\1BINATION SUBSCRIPTIONS to
WORLD OUTLOOK and THE
l\IETHODIST WOMAN as a result
of the present_a tion of "On the
Air"-a skit which appeared in the
June issue of The Methodist
JVoman:
J\[rs. 0 . \V. Duddleson, Three Oaks, J\[ich.
Miss Jessiemae Beard, San Francisco,
Calif.
~!rs. Claire Tucker, Lakewood, 0.
Mrs. Joe Bourne, Clarksville, Tenn.
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• Harnessing "great ideas" to the United Nations as a "great cause" sometimes raises difficulties. The Soviet
delegate walks out of the Human Rights Commission when a resolution to unseat Nationalist China fails.

Can We Avert Atomic War?
AFTER RETURNING FROI\'I A WORLD TOUR,

I have been pondering the question
with which I began the trip. It is a
question that has been bleakly confronting the world for at least five
years : how can global atomic war be
averted-without appeasement, without knuckling under, without scuttling
the moral and human values that are
even more important than peace itself?
The best place to begin in attempting to answer that question, it seems
to me, is with a careful estimate of
Soviet strategy. It is not enough to
recognize the Soviet's objective, which
at its minimum is to control the balOCTOBER
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e The editor of the

Saturday

Review of Literature analyzes
Soviet strategy and suggests a
three-J1oint j1rogram: (1) The
creation of a Democratic International; (2) f1romj1t 1·emoval of
fuse caj1s from exf1losive situations; and (3) harnessing great
ideas to the United Nations as
a great cm1se.

ance of power in the world, and at its
maximum is to impose a single totalitarian system and ideology on all peoples. \~Te must recognize equally clear-

ly the strategy through which Soviet
leaders intend to achieve these aims
in order to set up a strategy of om
own which can effectively defeat those
aims.
The essence of Russian strategy, I believe, is to be found in the Berlin
blockade of 1948 and in the Korean
war. For both events are part of the
same strategical pattern. That Soviet
pattern is to confront the United
States with a series of geographical,
political and military dilemmas which
give Russia an advantage no matter
what we do. In the case of the blockade
of Berlin, for example, the Soviet stood
[ 473]
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an excellent chance of winning not
only all of Berlin but perhaps Germany as well if America failed to keep
Berlin going. But e,·en if we smashed
the blockade, the SO\·ict would still
stand to gain because all our attentions
\\'Ould ha\'e been ri,·eted on Berlin
at a time \\'hen the So\'iet wanted to
di,·ert the \Vest from the far East,
\\'here the communist military campaign was mO\·ing into its decisi,·e
state.
Korea was an e\·en more dramatic example of Soviet stacked-cards strategy.
If ,,.e failed to act decisively in meeting the threat of communist aggression
in Korea, then the \'ast area of Southeast Asia would become unhinged,
and America \\'Ould be effecti,·ely
cut off from areas vital to the
securitv of the free world. But if
we did go in Korea, then the so,·iet
could sit back and see American blood
drained off in a prolonged military
operation in ,,·hich it seemed difficult
for us e\·en to define the nature of
"ictory. 111e So\'iet knew that we
couldn't win against North Korea unless we were prepared to mo\'e into
China; in which case, we would ha\'e
been lured into the biggest military
trap of all. That trap, simply stated,
was one in \\'hich all our vaunted new
\\'eapons would ha\'e been of relatively
little use, for we would have been
pitted against teeming millions of people who li\'ed in scattered \'illages and
not in hea,·ily concentrated industrial
centers. l\foreover, we would ha\'e been
spread out halfway across the world
\\'ith our manpower and military
strength committed against a nation
\\'hich \\'aS not e\·en our main enemy.
Thus in Korea the Soviet created a
dilemma for us in which our choice
\\'as between something incredibly costly and something disastrous. In this
connection it will be recalled that the
Soviet Union \'ery carefully passed up
its opportunity to use its veto in the
UN against our proposal to commit
force to the defense of South Korea.
This was no oversight, but an essential
part of a larger decision to involve us
in a game in which they draw up all
the rules.
6
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Projecting this type of strategy into
the future, where does it leave the
basic question of war and peace? I
belie,·e the Soviet has a bagful of other
Berlins and Koreas it is getting ready
to spring on the \Vest. In short, the
SO\·iet hopes to invoke us in a series
of other military situations in which
our military success is not enough to
gi"e us victory but in which military
defeat for us may be conclusive. l'vfeanwhile the So\'iet keeps its 0\\11 strength
free for decisive action.
How will the Soviet do this? 111ere
are, it seems to me, three levels of
operation which tile Kremlin strategists
intend to e::-..-ploit to their ad\'antage:
1. Internal situations. On this level
the Communist Parties throughout the
world will make capital of the failure
of nontotalitarian states to address
themseh·es adequately to the basic
needs of their people: food, shelter,
health, jobs. Russia comes along in
the role of champion and uses propaganda to comince them that communism can gi,·e them food, land and
jobs. \Ve come along and tell them
about the high standard of living in
the United States and it leaves the
people cold. In Europe we can say
more than this, of course, by telling
the story of the l\farshall Plan and its
role in strengthening the economies of
their countries. But in those countries
of the East which account for the bulk
of the world's peoples our message has
lacked impact precisely because it has
had no real policy behind it. Point
Four, because of its limited scope, and
compared to our other efforts, has a
symbolic rather than basically economic importance.
\Vhile we are preparing, therefore,
on a prodigious scale to turn back
overt communist aggression wherever
it may strike, communism neatly bypasses our military might to get the
people themselves to turn from \\ithin.
2. External situations. On this le,·el
communist strategy seeks to C.'\-ploit
areas of tension and potential explosiveness. Not much \~·as said about
Korea before the communist armies
suddenly sprung to the attack in June,
1950. Yet it should lm·e been apparent

that Korea ,~·as ideally suited to communist strategy. Not much is said today about the danger of the dispute
o\·er Kashmir between India and Pakistan . And yet the evidence is mounting
that Russia may be working o,·ertime
on the subcontinent to precipitate a
war between India and Pakistan. Such
a war would seT\"e Russia's interests in
Asia no matter what happened. It
would confront the United Nations
in genera1 and the United States in
particu1ar with another dilemma of
the Berlin and Korea variety. \Vould
it be reasonable to suppose that the
United Nations cou1d intervene in
such a situation when it has been unable thus far, before the battle has
e,·er begun, to act effecfo·ely in settling the dispute? And if the United
Nations does decide to inten-ene, what
physical means could it bring to bear
in forcing a settlement? And against
whom would those forces be used? The
issues between India and Pakistan are
so deep and so invo1ved that any mechanical solution o\·er Kashmir ,,·ould
only intensify them. If war comes, both
. India and Pakistan would appeal desperately to the United Nations and
especially to the United States for help.
If we decide against India, we may lose
all of Southeast Asia. If we decide
against Pakistan, \\'e may lose the
strategically important Middle East.
Meanwhile Russia sits quietly off to
one side and cashes in on the chaos.
Apart from Asia, t11ere are points of
dynamic tension in other parts of t11e
world which it may be to Russia's advantage to intensify and ignite. Iran
is a classic example. Trieste, another.
E,·en South America has its crisismaking potential which may be attracti,·e for the SO\·iet.
3. Undermining the United Nations. On this level the SO\iet is pursuing a policy of one-foot-in-theother-foot-out, not wishing to take the
responsibility before world public opinion for killing t11e United Nations, yet
keeping the United Nations from becoming the instrument for world law
it was intended to be. Every time the
issue of strengthening the United
Nations comes up, the issue is allowed
WORLD OUTLOOK

to die because of the fear that the
Soviet will walk out of the U.N. if it is
given powers of compulsory jurisdiction backed by preponderant force .
'Vhat these three principal points
of Soviet strategy add up to, it seems to
me, is not an all-out major atomic war
but rather a series of nasty situations,
hot and cold both, which are designed
to stretch America out along a thin line
and to devitalize and undermine the
free world in preparation for what the
Soviet leaders believe will be an inevitable take-over.
I wish I could say that our present
policy is adequate to meet Soviet
strategy at those three key points, but
I am afraid it is not. Our policy is
magnificently intentioned, but it lacks
sufficient imagination, boldness, dramatic impact, agility, and historical
soundness. It is not important at the
moment to attempt to place the blame
for this inadequacy on the Administration or Congress. ~mt is important is
that we here and now recognize the
stark danger confronting our people
and the need to put political advantage-seeking in mothballs for the duration. No people in history have ever
faced a sterner test. And no people in
history had more to offer to the fashioning of a lasting peace than Americans.
Beginning, then, with a realization
of both the present danger and present
opportunity, we can fashion a positive
and dynamic policy built around three
key strategical points of our own:
1. Creation of a Democratic International to combat the Communist
Internationale. America has to start
talking not only political freedom but
economic freedom and human freedom . ~Te have a great deal to offer to
the world in terms of technological
know-how, industrial organization, distribution and development of resources
and raw materials. But we must not
use those skills in a political vacuum.
On the ideological battlefront we need
take no back seat to Russia or anyone
else. 'Ve should talk directly to peoples, rather than talk only to governments which may or may not command the respect and support of their
peoples. And when we do deal with
OCTOBER
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governments, we can make it clear
that our primary purpose in rendering
aid is to assist directly in the uplift
and progress of human beings. 111e
Democratic International should operate against a charter of political and
economic bill of rights for the world's
peoples.

Wide 'World

e

Norman Cousins at the
"mihe." He was heard recently
on a national hooh-ufJ at the
Colgate University Institute of
International Affairs.

2. vVe can remove the fuse caps
from potential explosion centers. '~le
should not wait for such issues as
Kashmir to settle thE:mselves through
violence, nor should we>.encourage such
mechanical approaches to the Kashmir
problem as are evident in the current
United Nations proposals. Both sides
right now are eager · to avoid a showdown though each is preparing for
one. 111e United Nations is in a powerful position at the moment to exert
pressure for the resolution of the Kashmir dispute on a long-range basis
which regards India and Pakistan as an
economic unit and which actually uses
Kashmir as the base on which to build

imprO\·ed relations in fundamental respects between the two countries. Instead of partitioning Kashmir, we
should attempt to keep the state as a
unit but with a central development
agency modeled somewhat along the
lines of the Port of New York Authority, for the benefit of all parties concerned.
Such disputes, whether in Asia or
Africa or elsewhere, are not easily resolved. But it will be even more difficult to resolve them after the shooting
starts.
3. A strategy for the United Nations .
'Vhat the peoples of the world need
today is vital inspiration. 111ey are
hungering for the moral grandeur that
must animate men confronted by tremendous challenges. I am afraid we
have unden1alued the power of great
ideas harnessed to great causes. We can
make of the United Nations such a
great cause. If we read history correctly, we must realize that the world
has become a single neighborhood.
That neighborhood is seriously threatened by lawlessness from within . And
the only way of combating that lawlessness is by making use of the will
of the majority to adopt the right laws
and then have those laws enforced.
The United Nations can become
that law enforcement agency. It must
not be allowed to be diverted or deflected in its efforts to create a system
of preponderant force backed by duly
established law because of the fear that
not all nations would be willing to accept such a strengthened structure.
111is · means American leadership in
mobilizing world public opinion behind the concept of a powerful United
Nations.
'Vill these three points do the job?
No one knows. There are no guarantees for anything concerned with history. But it should not be necessary
to offer watertight, sure-fire solutions.
The most we can do is to give hope
to the world's peoples where little or
no hope now exists; we can at least
convince them we are making the right
approach to ultimate solutions. vVe
can at least prove that the enormous
burden laid at our feet by history finds
us neither inadequate nor uninspired.
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A Seafa1•i1ig

~issio1ie1·

bt/ Gilcan Do11glas
Tl}at a life filled with the adventure and drama here revealed should be
the lot of an Episcopal clergyman in twentieth-century British Columbia
will surprise our younger readers. But the Rev. Dr. John Antle, founder
of the Columbia Coast Mission, was a surprisingly interesting man.
A FLEET OF FOUR SHIPS OPERATED OFF
the coast of British Columbia by the
Church of England in Canada brings
hospital care and religion to isolated
Indians, fishermen, and loggers who
live on the islands and along the jagged
coastline. 111is unusual enterprise keynotes the work of the Columbia Coast
Mission of which it is a part.
A land-and-water parish of 10,000
square miles is served by the fleet. The
flagship is the hospital ship Columbia
which travels thousands of miles a year
bucking wind and tide to bring help
to 250 communities. The captain is
George MacDonald. His crew includes
a chaplain, I-I. Greene; a doctor, v.r. A.
l\facTavish; an engineer, Bob McCrea;
and a cook, Ben Heintzman.
The 100-foot Columbia is aided by
three smaller mission vessels, the John
Antle, the Rendezvous, and the Gway cc. 111e first two are skippered by
clergymen, the Rev. Alan Greene who
is superintendent of the mission, and
the Rev. Rollo Boas. They do evangelical work, ferry patients to hospitals,
and play many parts in the lives of

The late Dr. John Antic as he ap·
pcared on landing in San Diego after
his perilous voyage from England in
his 40-foot auxiliary yawl Reverie.
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The Reverie in drydock.

upcoast dwellers. The little Gwa-Yee,
piloted by Ernest Christmas, a lay
reader, and his wife, concentrates on
Indian welfare.
The project of bringing religion by
sea to isolated British Columbians was
started in 1905. At that time Vancouver Island, the largest of the coastal
groi1p, had only a few small settlements
north of its main town, Victoria. Its
interior was dense wilderness, as much
of it is today. Vancouver, the main
town on the coast, was a rough frontier
colony. To the north lay hundreds of
miles of wild coastline which had been
seen only by explorers, India11s, loggers,
a few hardy homesteaders, and missionaries who had given up.
Thousands of men working in the
forests of cedar and fir were without
any medical or spiritual help. A settler
and his family could perish in their
little cove and no one in the world
would know. The Indians, having been
infected with tuberculosis and introduced to "fire water" by the white
man, were the dying victims of their
conqueror's neglect.
In Vancouver there was one man
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who not only heard of these things
but was determined to do something
about them. He was the Rev. Dr. John
Antle, the 39-year-old rector of Vancouver's Holy Trinity Church. Having
been born in Newfoundland as the
son of an Atlantic skipper, Antle had
spent most of his life in boats. As a
very young man he had taught in fishing villages and served with a Church
of England marine mission. After he
was ordained at Queen's College in St.
John's, Newfoundland, he went west
to become rector of an Episcopalian
parish in the State of Washington. His
next move was to British Columbia.
'Vhen word came to him of the conditions upcoast, he took a leave of
absence from his church and started
out in his 14-foot cutter Laverock with
his 12-year-old son, Victor. To survey
the region they sailed over 500 miles
in 27 days, poking into every little
bay and inlet that might hold a human
being. They slept in the boat, on the
ground, in settlers' homes, logging
camps and in villages of Indians who
eyed them with suspicion. Qualicums
(strong, sudden night winds) caught

them in open water. Great seas set
them bailing frantically. Skookum
chucks (tidal rapids) gripped their
little craft and swung it perilously close
to boils and whirlpools which could
wreck a ship ten times its size.
John Antle gave his son a red air
cushion and told him to hang on to
it in case their boat capsized in those
swift, strong waters. After navigating
Surge Narrows they arrived at a homesteader's house in Port Neville. They
were soaked to the skin, and all their
blankets were wet. Little Victor, shivering in knee pants and short socks,
went up to the house with a big teapot
and asked for some hot water. Victor
and his father were invited in at once
and kept until all their things were
dry. John Antle discovered then and
realized many times afterwards that
there are no friendlier folk than the
coast dwellers of British Columbia.
So concerned was this minister over
the conditions he saw that he resigned
his Vancouver parish, founded the
Colmnia Coast Mission, built King's
Hospital (later St. Michael's) at Rock
Bay, and followed that up by launching
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the hospital ship Columbia to take care
of coastal emergencies. He accomplished all this in but a little over a
year. One parson, one doctor, one
nurse, one hospital, one ship-that was
the beginning in 1905. Four years later
another larger hospital was erected at
Alert Bay, 200 miles north of Victoria
on Connorant Island. Before that, the
only hope a sick person had was to be
rowed or paddled those 200 miles or
else lie out in an open boat waiting
to be sighted by an irregular steamer.
You can imagine what it meant to settlers, loggers, and Indians to have a
well-equipped hospital almost at their
front door.
You can imagine, too, what it meant
to neglected Indians and isolated settlers to see the Columbia coming in
with a doctor on board. \Vhen you're
handlogging all by yourself and a
"widow maker" (dead snag) rips a
shoulder or breaks a leg, what are you
to do without roads or neighbors?
\Vhen your child is struck clown with
acute appendicitis or your wife contracts pneumonia-, well, the answer
isn't pleasant. But with the Co. lumbia in upcoast waters word could
be relayed to the ship some way, and
she'd run through blizzard, gale, or the
fury of the skookum chuck at high
tide to bring help.
Besides Dr. W. A. B. Hutton, the
Columbia's first medico, John Antle
had only a deck hand to help him
handle the 60-foot craft. He knew what
it was to carry a sick woman over icy
logs on a door torn hastily from a
shack or to pack an injured lumberjack down through a dense mountain
forest.
Once Dr. Antle was holding a service
in the Columbia's cabin for a few loggers. In the middle of it a man shouted
from shore that there had been a bad
accident in a camp along Johnstone
Straits. The minister closed his Bible,
tore off his clerical robes, cast the
ship away from the float, started the
motor and headed for the scene of the
emergency.
"That was the best sermon I ever
heard in my life!" recalled one of his
congregation.
Dr. Antle believed in sermons like
that. He felt that he was delivering one
each time he answered a sick call, each
time he built a hospital or opened a
mission school for the Indians.
10
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The same year that St. George's at
Alert Bay was dedicated he turned a
dance hall on Texada Island into Columbia Hospital. \\Then accidents happened at the near-by copper mines,
the staff treated desperately hurt men
who could never have been saved
otherwise. Many loggers were patients
also, as were fishermen who were terribly burned when their little gas engines exloded.
There was very little that John Antle
didn't know about engines himself.
One day he looked in on a government
engineer and found him almost beside
himself because a big motor recently
installed wouldn't work properly. The
"Reverend John," as his associates
called him, took one look at the motor,
called for a suit of overalls, and in a
short time had everything running
smoothly.
"\Vhat stories could be told of the
struggles of the Reverend John with
engines alone!" commented the Re.v.
Alan Greene, who became superintendent of the Columbia Coast Mission
when Dr. Antle retired in 1936. "There
is quite a difference between the %
h.p. Bull Pup which alternated with
sail on the Laverock and the 140 h.p.
Diesel motor on the second Columbia.
The second Columbia, the one now
in service, was built by Dr. Antle in
1910. Eleven years after its launching,
the Reverend John opened his fourth
hospital, this time at Carriden Bay in
the beautiful and lonely Knight Inlet
country. This was the year that the
Texada copper mines petered out and
the Columbia Hospital closed down, its
contents going up to Carriden. \\Then
the loggers there moved on to other
cuttings, Dr. Antle tried to tow that
hospital down to Pender Harbour,
where such an institution was needed
badly. But while it was coming through
the notorious Johnstone Straits, a gale
swept the hospital raft loose from the
tug and piled it up on the rocks.
"That isn't the end of the Pender
Harbour Hospital," the Reverend John
declared. "We'll build a real hospital
for you people down tl)ere, and it will
be on the land, if you will get behind
the scheme."
So on August 31, 1930, St. Mary's
Hospital was formally opened there by
the lieutenant governor of British Columbia. It is now the only hospital
still operating in the area under the

red and white m1ss10n flag. St. Michael's is closed, and St. George's has
been taken over by the Alert Bay community.
John Antle was a man who knew no
fear and was not deterred by age. In
1934, when he was 69, he brought the
24 ton yacht Eirene on a voyage from
England. In 1939 and 1940, while in
his 74th and 75th years, he made a
13-month cruise from England to
British Columbia in his own 40-foot
India-built auxiliary yawl Reverie.
On that trip he sailed from Falmouth, England, in August, 1939. At
Made.ira he laid up for two months,
taking charge of a pastorless Anglican
church before hoisting sail again with
a Portuguese crewman named Antonio
Quintal. Together they crossed the
mine strewn Atlantic in war time and
later reported having sighted two German subs. Gales in the Caribbean repeatedly tattered the Reverie's lightweight sails, but eventually she cleared
the Panama Canal. On the 113-day
voyage from Balboa to San Diego the
pair went on short rations. Until an
American fisherman gave them food,
they n·early starved. Three hundred and
forty-seven days out of Falmouth the
Reverie, using tarpaulins for sails,
limped into port at San Diego. After
the ship had been repaired in clrydock,
Dr. Antle and Antonio started on the
last lap of their voyage. Reaching Canadian waters in September of 1940,
the Reverie ran out of fuel and had to
be towed into Victoria.
Six years later Dr. Antle and a friend
headed for Newfoundland . again on
the Reverie, but the high gales of an
Atlantic storm forced them to land
in Florida. They returned to. British
Columbia.
On arrival the seafaring minister
said, "My little ship is good for another
hundred years. She'll last me for the
rest of my days."
That proved to be bue. It was on a
December clay in 1949 that Alan
Greene found a note from the Reverend John in the cockpit of the Jolm
Antle. It read, "Dear Greene, I'm
seriously' ill. I think I've had a stroke.
Can you come over?'' Greene hurried
to the old man's side, but in spite of
help John. Antle died. From the deck
of the Columbia his body was given
to the sea he loved .
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Religious Diversity
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His Small Sects in America, recently revised, not only establishes
Dr. Clark as an authority in the field of sectarian diversification but
reveals a lifelong study of the problems involved. While the Editor
was en route to the Oxford ecumenical Methodist meeting last summer, his staff associates obtained permission to reprint this illuminating article from Ecumenical Review, the organ of the World
Council of Churches.

I
RELIGIOUS DIVERSITY SEEl\·I S TO BE MORE

pronounced in the United States than
in other parts of the world. There are
around four hundred independent religious bodies in the country. The parent
stems of most of these groups are
European in origin. The various communions representative of the great
theological systems-Roman, Orthodox, Anglican, Lutheran, Presbyterian,
Reformed, \V esleyan-are all represented, and these are so well-known
that they need not enter prominently
into this discussion. Most of the church
members are in a few large denominations, but several million persons have
not found their spiritual needs satisfied
in the larger churches and have sought
the sanctuary of the small sects. Published reports indicate that the total
number of members in these small
bodies may constitute a group considerably larger than any other one
church in the country.
In the United States, of course, no
person is born into a church, but
practically all non-Catholic Christians
join voluntarily after reaching years of
discretion. The only influence other
than preference brought to bear upon
them is that of family tradition and
training. This gives freer play to all
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motives, theological and non-theological, and in large degree explains the
rather remarkable diversity in the religious pattern.
It seems strange that this phenomenon has not been mentioned in the
discussions of unity conducted at leadership levels among the churches that
are exploring the subject. Yet if all
such bodies were united, and even if
they were joined by the Catholics, Orthodox, and Jews, there would still be
millions of earnest and active Christians remaining outside the fold, and
if history repeated itself these would
be joined by other millions who would
leave the fold precisely because of
union. Furthermore, among those left
outside would be some of our fastestgrowing churches, which work successfully among the most rapidly-developing sections of the population, where
the great Protestant bodies are relatively unsuccessful.
All this seems to indicate that there
are situations and factors in the unity
and disunity which have not been given
adequate consideration.

II
Even a cursory glance will indicate
that sociological and psychological factors have operated more powerfully

in causing and maintaining this di,·ersity than the theological differences
which have occupied exclusive place in
ecumenical discussions. This is apparent from the fact that the important
theological families are split among
themselves. Not one non-Roman communion has ever been able to achieve
or maintain organic unity across national boundaries, and in America they
are broken within the country. There
are around twenty separate and independent Lutheran bodies, a dozen
Presbyterian, several Reformed, thirty
Baptist, two dozen Methodist, and a
dozen Eastern Orthodox groups . Jews,
Episcopalians, and Roman and Old
Catholics have split and the divisions
among such families as the Mormons,
Adventists, Pentecostals, Quakers, and
Plymouth Brethren are numerous.
There are minor differences among
these family fragments, but not many
of them are along lines of basic theology, on which there is intra-family
agreement.
It seems strange, it may be parenthetically remarked, that ecumenical
leaders have chosen the hard way in
their attempts to bring about Christian
unity. They have started at the top,
where disagreements are most formidable. It would seem more logical to
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II

start at the bottom, so to speak, where
theological convictions are not in conflict, and attempt first to unify the families and then bring together the larger
blocs. Some leaders, however, have not
always encouraged the efforts of the
communions themselves to perfect
closer federations among their fragments over the world.
Personality disputes, the so-called
fundamcn talist-modernist controversy,
race, language, national origin, foreign
missions, church administrative organizations, Sunday schools, musical instruments and many other non-theological factors have entered into church
ruptures. 111e fastest-growing and
second largest denomination in America is frankly non-ecumenical and noncooperative in character, and makes
this a part of its appeal. Three Methodist churches united in 1939 to form
the largest denomination in the country, but there are now more separate
Methodist bodies than were in existence before the unification.
111ere is ample evidence that psychology, race, economics, social status,
and similar elements operate in the
milieu of disunity far more powerfully
than theology prqper. 111is is doubtless
true among the rank-and-file of the
communions which magnify matters
of faith and order at the higher levels.
It is, indeed, true everywhere, for men
are socially conditioned in theology as
in all other areas.
A few of the more important nontheological factors in disunity may be
set down, even though space does not
permit adequate discussion . But a word
of caution must first be uttered. Motives are seldom unmixed. Even when
causes of division stand out boldly as
sociological, and are even avowed as
such, men find nuances of theology
and scriptural interpretations to bolster
their opinions, but most of these would
hardly be regarded by serious theologians as constituting grounds for division without the operation of more
powerful influences.

III
A powerful non-thcolo~ic::'. l factor in
disunity is found in race, language, and
nationality. Eight of the eleven Orthodox and several of the twenty Lutheran
bodies in America recognize their origi12
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nal national character in their names.
111erc are minor differences between
them, but basic theological issues are
non-existent and language barriers are
now absent in most cases.
'
The largest splits involve the American Negroes. Contrary to popular
opinion elsewhere, the clement of race
antagonism has not figured as prominently as other influences in these
schisms. 111e three largest white, or
predominantly white, churches, broke
along geographical lines over the
political aspects of slavery a hundred
years ago, and although theology was
not involved, only one of these has
been able to achieve any degree of reunion.
American Negroes have shown a
strong disinclination to associate themselves with white or mixed churches,
and nearly all of them have left or
refused to join such churches and
have set up all-Negro denominations
of their own. Only an insignificant
fraction is found outside of these. Jn
many, probably most, cases the separation from the predominantly white
churches with which Negroes had been
previously related was accomplished
amicably and with a minimum of racial irritation. Colored members of the
southern branch of the Methodists
asked to be set apart into an independent body; this was done as far
back as 1870 and the two groups, white
and black, existed side by side as sister
churches without any degree of antagonism, but with mutual affection
and cooperation. Of course, any racial
group justly reacts against discrimination, but granted the human rights to
which it is undoubtedly entitled, it
may in practice actually prefer separation.
That has been and remains true of
American Negroes. 111ere are fifty or
more Negro bodies, and these embrace
around ninety-five percent of all Negro
church members. The largest group in
any predominantly white church is
found among the Methodists, where it
constitutes less than four percent of
the total membership and is organized
in a more or less self-contained unit,
with separate congregations and conferences.
Most American Negroes are Baptists,
of which there are seven million in

numerous independent Negro denominations. Next in order arc the Methodists, with fewer than two million
members in about a dozen separate
Negro bodies. 111erc are no theological
differences between black and white
Baptists or between black and white
Methodists. They arc separated on racial grounds alone.

IV
Various psychological factors have
operated powerfully in creating and
maintaining Christian disunity: One
such is the loyalty of individuals to
their confessional groups.
This works subtly and variously to
create complexes or mind-patterns
that influence attitude and behavior.
Involved may be such matters as state
relationship, the social status of membership, size, or wealth. It may even
be based on smallness. A "superiority
complex" is understandably precious to
one who is under its influence, but an
"inferiority complex" may be and often
is equably precious. It is a familiar
complaint among European free
churches that they are treated disdainfully and called "sects" by the groups
\vhich enjoy a favored political connection, even though such "sects" may
be and often are parts of some of the
greatest and most powerful communions in the world. Equally familiar
in America is an allegedly superior
attitude of some denominations which,
though relatively small, draw. constituents largely from the favored economic or social strata of the population.
Envy of the size or wealth of other
groups may express itself as a compensatory complex based on an allegedly
superior goodness, doctrinal correctness, scholarship, age, or tradition.
Strangely enough, numerous groups
make such a complex of their own insignificance, and bolster it by the scriptural assurances that the kingdom will
be given to the little flock, that truth
is hidden from the great and wise but
revealed unto babes, and that "many
are called but few are chosen."
Among the membership church loyalty is perhaps stronger than at leadership levels; it is often discounted by
denominational leaders, but never by
the church members. In .the local congr~gations there is minimum interest in
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ecumenical and interdenominational
affairs, and maximum love for "our
church." 111e larger agencies derive
financial support from the appropriation of overhead boards, and never
from the voluntary gifts of the people,
unless incluclecl in a budget which is
paid because it represents "the program of our church."
111e fact that churches will support
their denominational causes and withhold support from similar causes that
are interdenominational in character
has ample illustration in America . At
the encl of \Vorld Vlar I all or most
of the larger churches launched financial campaigns for their benevolent
interests. These were uniformly successful, the people pouring considerably
more than a hundred million dollars
into their denominational treasuries.
111en an interdenominational campaign of a similar nature and for similar
causes was started known as the Interchurch \Vorld Movement. This proved
a fiasco, and some of the participating
bodies were involved in huge financial
losses for the actual expenses of the
effort. This was repeated at the end of
\Vorld \Var II. The various churches
gave multiplied millions for their own
causes, while an interdenominational
appeal to build a Christian university
in Japan, though officially endorsed,
evoked practically no interest in the
local congregations.
111is type of church loyalty is not to
be decried as unworthy. It is the real
basis of survival and strength, the factor which prevents disintegration at
the base of the ecclesiastical structure.
It is a solidly-based fact upon which
a larger loyalty might be built. At any
rate this phase of psychology deserves
more attention than it has received in
ecumenical discussions.
Other psychological factors enter
strongly into church disunity. Another
word of caution is needed here, for
there are numerous overlappings, theological or biblical support is nearly
always songht for psychological moti\'eS, and training and social conditioning tend to modify grouping along the
psychological. Nevertheless distinct
psychological groupings may be observed in the religious pattern. The
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writer has amplified ancl illustrated this
point elsewhere.
The subjective type of mind stresses
personal experience and is likely to
find congeniality among the Perfectionists and the Arminians. There· are
a hundred or more independent denominations of a perfectionist nature.
The right wing among these teach
holiness as a distinct work of grace
subsequent to justification, while the
left wing, usually called Pentecostals,
seek gifts, such as "speaking in
tongues," as the seal and crown of the
perfection experience. Most of these
bodies have sloughed off, directly or
indirectly, from the \Vesleyan family.
In theology they do not differ largely
from \Vesleyanism, but are drawn away
by some facet of the perfectionist doctrine.
Probably a still larger group represents the objectivist psychology. 111ese
seem to care little about emotional experience, but they magnify certain concrete acts or t11ings of an objective or
physical nature as of superlative importance in matters of religion. Not
infrequently this craving takes a negative turn and expresses itself in opposition to something. Roman Catholic
and Jewish practices reflect this type of
psychology, though other considerations are responsible mainly for the coherence of these groups; they have not,
however, escaped splits of their own.
Sects in this category are numerous.
111ey practice peculiar forms of baptism, restricted communion, cover the
heads of women worshippers, and emphasize other concrete acts to be performed, while on the negative side they
oppose instrumental music, foreign
missions, administrative boards or committees, modern hymns, and even conventional attire and inodern inventions
and conveniences. Tile Baptists and
allied groups have suffered many defections caused by such things. Sects
which are psychologically similar give
different meanings to the same texts,
and they not infrequently emphasize
a few texts and practices while disregarding others that are equally plain.
This indicates that the real drive behind them is psychological and not
basically theological.
A deep pessimism underlies Adventism, of which there are several separate

bodies. 111ese differ among themseh·es
on minor matters of belief, but they
all despair of soci~I processes and look
for escape and the adjustment of human ills through direct divine inter,·ention and cosmic cataclysm. Numerous egocentric groups seek personal
happiness and bodily health through
correct mental attitudes or special gifts;
these are the healing or "new psychology" cults. Other bodies are esoteric
in quality, such as the Spiritualists and
111eosophists, and claim to possess unusual knowledge or power.
In view of the other factors that influence religious alignments, one may
not be dogmatic about strength of
these psychological considerations in
causing and perpetuating church disunity. But it is certain that where persons are more or less free to choose
their own faith the churches may, within limits, be grouped according to psychological categories. 111is field deserves far more study than it has
received from the advocates of ecumenicity.
VI
A phase of psychology which operates in this area is temperament. Long
ago the studies of Coe indicated that
temperamental variations determine or
greatly influence types of religious experience, and the experiential element
is a powerful factor in the rise and
perpetuation. of sects. Temperament is,
indeed, basic in disunity, since it largely de'termines the type of religious life
which men prefer and would adopt
were they entirely free from social conditioning.
Many individuals are non-cooperative by temperament. Scores of sects
have been created by and revolve
around outstanding personages, theological considerations being secondary,
insignificant, or entirely absent. \Vithin sixty years the so-called Pentecostals,
organized by a highly individualistic
leader, have split into forty or fifty
separate and independent branches;
their beliefs and practices are practically identical, but each break was brought
about by an influential leader. Some of
the churches are designated, even in
the official gO\-crnment census, by the
names of their leaders.
Matters of personality, leadership,
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the urge for recognition and similar
factors ha,·e ,been pr~scnt in the process
by which the so-called younger
churches became independent of the
churches which brought them into being through missionary activities.
Among the Methodists, perhaps the
largest Protestant free church group,
episcopacy is an element of disunity,
although there are no differences concerning its validity, status, and function in any of the forty or more separate bodies into which the world-wide
family is divided. Some have administrative officers which are called bishops,
who are not "ordained" but "consecrated" and who are not regarded as
constituting an order. Others do not
use the title. In any attempt at union
this would probably be a major stumbling-block among a group in which
theology, including the nature of episcopacy, is everywhere identical. Surely
psychological considerations are mvolved in such a situation as this.
Temperament seems to enter at
many other points in the pattern of
disunity. Churches have been disrupted and are still kept apart by
amusements or "worldly practices"
such as dancing, theatre-going, tobacco,
and alcoholic beverages. Even within
the great churches relations are frequently strained over such points. This
is sometimes a matter of geography.
Jn the largest American denomination,
for example, the use of tobacco by the
clergy is largely frowned on in the
north but accepted in the south, while
the attitude towards dancing in the
churches is lenient in the north but
strict in the south. If all theological
questions were satisfactorily settled,
unity probably could not be achieved,
if the local churches were consulted,
because of the attitude of some denominations toward the use of liquor and
other sociological factors in no way
related to theology.
Uneasiness in the churches is now
being caused by discussions of social
and political questions. The so-called
"social gospel" is creating disturbances
in some of the largest churches, causing breaks here and there, preventing
the unification of family groups, and
even threatening unifications that have
already been achieved. Psychological
and geographical lines of cleavage are
14
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sometimes observable in these disputes,
the disturbing element appearing more
strongly in those sections where the
churches arc weakest. Of course, the
social emphasis has always been an import.mt part of the Christian witness in
all the large American churches and
none of these preach a purely individualist gospel, but the undercurrent of
consen atism which exists in all of
them has been heightened at the present time by the communistic challenge and menace.
An interesting phenomenon appears
in the fact that the "social betterment
gospel" is preached almost exclusi\1ely
by and to those who need it least, and
is absent among those who need it
most. Its strength can almost be
charted by the economic status of the
areas and groups involved. Millions of
the disinherited poor, grouped in the
numerous small sects, will have none
of it, and they point to its prevalence
in other churches as certain proof of
the latter's apostasy.
1

VII
Economic position and social status
loom large in church disunity. That
these matters are in many cases stronger than theological considerations is
indicated by the fact that they operate
within family groups where no doctrinal differences exist. Protestant denominations experience difficulty in
retaining prosperous and poor members in the same congregations, and
when splits occur they are nearly always
along economic and social lines, even
though other causes are alleged.
The writer has elaborated this point
elsewhere and it can only be mentioned here. A familiar phenomenon
in the whole religious pattern is the
revolt of the uneducated poor against
the conventionalized religion of the
large churches, a process which was
foreseen by John \Vesley, who warned
his followers that the very virtues which
he preached would result in prosperity,
which in turn would destroy his revival.
His words had prophetic accuracy
among his followers.
Prosperity and culture bring changes
in church edifices, music, ritual, preaching, emphases, personal experience, and
general attitude. Jn the presence of
such changes uneasiness begins to stir

among those who remain unblessed by
the economic and cultural advance.
They feel out of place. They miss the
familiar emphases. Their emotional
needs are not satisfied. Complaint arises
that the churches are departing from
the faith, and the disinherited draw
apart into separate congregations of
their own communion or into small
sects wherein what they regard as the
"pure gospel" is maintained.
This process explains the presence
of scores-even hundreds-of small
religious bodies. It explains why the
lesser churches flourish and make rapid
headway among the poor, where the
large Protestant churches achieve little
or no success. Theology has· little or
nothing to do with it. The phenomenon is almost wholly psychological
and economic in nature.

VIII
It thus appears that the great and
well-known theological issues, which
are so earnestly debated at top levels
by those who are striving for unity
among the churches, are not the only or
even the main factors which have
operated to create and maintain disunity. The real causes are to be sought
elsewhere. This is, of course, not to say
that the theological issues are unimportant and do not merit the emphasis
placed upon them. It does mean, however, that even if such issues were all
settled Christian unity would not be
achieved, nor would we be able to maintain such unity as we could achieve on
that basis. Church historians discern
political influences even in the great
theological disputes between the East
and West, between Rome and the Reformer, and in the process by which
Anglicanism diverged from Rome. Sociological and psychological forces of a
varied nature complicate the present
pattern of a disrupted Church, and
these forces may be more difficult to
discern and adjust than the diverse
theologies which vex us. \Vithout ceasing to explore the matters of faith and
order, the ecumenical leadership should
begin to delve into the problem of
economics, temperament, church
pride, personality, the deep human
hungers, and the whole complex pattern of the mental make-up and social
relationships of man.
WORLD
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NEGROES IN HISTORY
URGED FOR STUDY
Southern Educator Declares
· Role of Leaders Should Be
in Secondary Courses
Spcclnl to Tho New York Times

DURHAM, N. C., May 12-A proposal that American high schools, especially in the South, give attention.
through history courses, to the role of
eminent Negro leaders in this country
is put forward in a volume to be released next week by a Southern educator at Duke University.
The work of Dr. Mason Crum, associate professor of Biblical literature
at Duke, under the title "The Negro
in the Methodist Church," the book
will be used in Methodist Churches
throughout the country. Film strips
keyed to the volume are being prepared for Methodist training schools
and study groups.
"There is need for more information about talented Negroes in business and prof"essions," Dr. Crum
writes. "Widespread ignorance of the
Negro's ability to achieve when given
a chance is one of the chief blocks to
better interracial cooperation in America."
Dr. Crum reports that there are
more than 180 Negro colleges in this
country. These institutions arc attended by about 75,000 students. Another
2,500 Negro sh1dents arc enrolled in
universities in the North, he stated,
and about 6,000 bachelors' and masters' degrees and some 250 Ph.D. degrees arc awarded annually to Negroes.
Dr. Crum finds that greater prog-

rcss is being made in racial understanding through the schools than
through the churches in general. He
writes that anyone who becomes
downhearted about race relations
"should visit Durham, where a spirit
of fraternity exists among liberal leaders at Duke University, the University
of North Carolina and North Carolina
College for Negroes."
"Strange as it may seem," Dr. Crum
writes, "the separation of races in the
churches is more complete than in the
area of public education. Certainly
such a situation cannot be viewed
lightly by Christians, nor can it be
pushed aside as final and inevitable.
"The outstanding possibilities for
better interracial relations arc in the
Baptist and Methodist groups. There
arc 6,000,000 Negro Baptists and 2,000,000 Negro Methodists in the
United States today."
Dr. Crum also points out that it is
generally not known that Negro denominations in the United States conduct foreign missionary work in addition to their home mission activities.
They have missions in Africa, South
America and the West Indies.
About 90 per cent of all Negro
Protestants are in churches of their
own, Dr. Crum reports. This situation
is not altogether the fault of the white
Protestants, he holds, because many
Negroes prefer the separate set-up for
the greater opportunity it provides for
official status and fellowship. He adds
that "there seems to be a self-acting
principle of separation at work which
is as much the fault of Negroes as of
whites."
A native of South Carolina, Dr.
Crum has studied at Harvard and Vanderbilt Universities, "Wofford College
and the University of South Carolina.

The Negro
in the
Methodist
Uhnrch
bf/ MtlSOll C1•Jl111, P/1.D.
Professor in Duke University

The study book for your Church ·School of Missions explores American
lVIethodism's contact with Negroes from the earliest times, the present status
and future need. It is the first of two volumes on the theme. It will be followed
by a book on Methodism in Africa.
Dr. Crum is a well-known and forward-looking author an_d leader in race
relations. This book deals with one of our largest home mission programs and
a subject of great importance in popular and interesting
y....0:-.----------------------------------------------------------1
style. Woman's Societies may receive Jurisdictional RecogI
I
i
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i
nition when they participate in the study of this book on
j Study Hook Office
a church-wide basis.
Editorial Department
1
1

!

Price 50 Ce11ts
Books for use in your church will be sent on consignment, to be paid for when sold or returned without cost.
Use the order blank today or order at your district missionary institute or through your district missionary sec-.
retary. Leaders' guides will be furnished free.

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
150 Fifth Avenue
New York 11, New York
OCTOBER

1951
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150 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y.

:

Please send me
copies of Tlie Negro in the Melli·
oclist Clmrch, by Dr. l\Iason Crum, for use in my church.
I will pay for them at 50 cents each or return all unsold

:1

copies. I need them on or about - - - - - - - - - - - -
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• The Christian Herald's an·
nual report on church member·
sh~p in the U. S. A. shows healthy
gams.

State of
the Cbutcb
AN ARl\IY THAT IN THESE PARLOUS Tll\IES
picks up enough recruits during the
space of a year to give it a net gain of
nearly 3 million is doing decidedly all
right for itself. In these United States,
the mighty army that is the church of
Goel has done exactly that, as of the
close of 1950.
During 1950 churches of all faiths
in continental United States (to which
this statistical study is limited) reported a total net gain of 2,950,987,
bringing the membership grand total
to 85,705,280-an unparalleled 55.9
percent of the entire stateside U.S.
population. (See tables, page 18.)
\Vhile church rolls were bulging at
the seams, the population of the country was also climbing. A comparison of
the two is the acid test. In the face of
an expanding population, did the
churches hold their ground? 111e answer is a decided Yes! \Vhile the population was increasing by 1.67 percent,
church membership chalked up a 3.56
percent growth. (U.S. Census Bureau
estimates give January I, 1950 population as 150,563,000; January 1, 1951
figure as 153,085,000.)
Since the U.S. death rate amounts
to nearly 1 percent, churches during
1950 had to win more than 800,000
new members merely to keep up with
the year before. To achieve this year's
reported net gains, religion actually
had to win almost 4 million recruits.
\Vhile the number of members was
increasing, so was the number of
congregations to accommodate them.
There was in 1950 an all-time high of
278,479 congregations of worshipers.
111is represented a net increase of
3,214, a little better than half of the
figure for the previous year. 111is would
seem to indicate that I 950's religious
gain in numerical health comes not so
much from new congregations as from
16
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the strengthening of existing congregations.
Such is the overall picture-one that
churches may contemplate with quiet
satisfaction while not letting it go to
their heads. 111ere was no spectacular
turning to religion, no spiritual upheaval. Religion fought for every foot
of gain; there were no easy, sweeping
advances. But there was a continuation of the even growth that has
marked religion in America for the last
50 years. It was the individual church,
pastor, and layworker doing a faithful

job who would seem to deserve the
credit. That is the story from this halfcentury vantage point.
In 1900 organized religious bodies
in America claimed the allegiance of
only 34.7 percent of the population.
Today 55.9 percent of our people
are on church rolls.
Religion's 50-year proportionate
gain (more than 20 percentage points)
is hardly the record of a land peopled
by crass materialists! However nostalgically some church patriarchs long
for the good old clays when people
WORLD
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"went to church" and knew the difference between Jeroboam and Rehoboam, the statistics prove that we as a
nation are more interested in religion
now than we were in 1900. Furthermore, if we keep on at the steadily increasing pace we have set these first 50
memorable years, by the time the
century ends three-fourths of the population will be in the religious camp.
Such are the conclusions pointed up
by Christian Herald's annual report
on the state of the Church for 1950,
based on a poll of 221 Protestant and
32 non-Protestant religious bodies.
Every year we spend months at the
job of assembling figures-furnished by
official statisticians of the churches
themselves-checking and re-checking,
comparing them with figures of other
years, analyzing them for their significance. It is the only comprehensive survey regularly made of church
strength in the United States.
A breakdown of the 85,705,280 persons who are members of America's
churches shows that 50,083,868 are
Protestants, giving them a net gain of
1,409,045 or 2.89 percent over the
year before.
Roman Catholics make up 28,470,092 of the total, for a gain of 859,784
over their figure "as of the end of
1949," taken from the 1950 Official
Catholic Guide. Although numerically
the Roman Catholic gain was not as
large as that of Protestants, Roman
Catholics made a slightly more substantial advance percentagewise, 3.1
percent during the year.
Jewish congregations have prepared
no new statistics and their figure stands
at an unchanged 5,000,000. The Greek
Orthodox faith has prought in its first
report since 1947, boosting its current
membership to a: round 1,000,000.
Other non-Protestant bodies make up
the balance of America's religious
strength.
The major faiths continue in about
the same proportion to each other.
Protestants are still well in the lead,
with 58.5 per cent of all church members. Roman Catholics c1aim 33.2 percent of the total, while Jewish congregations account for 5.8 percent. Other
groups make up the remaining 2.5.
Comparing the membership of
the major faiths with the country's
population as a vvhole, it is roughly accurate to say that in 1950, 1 out of 3
OCTOBER 1951

persons (actually 32.7 percent) in the
United States was a Protestant; 1 out
of 5 ( 18.6 percent) was a Catholic;
and 1 out of 20 ( 4.6 percent) was
Jewish or a member of some other nonProtestant fellowship.
V\le would, however, have a truer
picture of comparative strengths if all
faiths used one statistical yardstick.
Roman Catholics, for example, count
as members of their church all baptized
persons, from infants up. Most Protestant churches count only those who
have come into full membership-that
is, adults only, or from the age of
around 13 (with the exception of most
Lutheran denominations: e.g., the Missouri Synod includes in its current statistics 543, 726 children for a total
membership figure of 1,674,901; the
Latter Day Saints; and certain other
religious fellowships such as the Hutterites and the General Conference of
the Mennonite Church of N. A.).
If a more accurate comparison were
to be made, therefore, either approximately 25 percent should be deducted
from the Catholic figure, or at least 20
percent added to the Protestant figure.
Also weighting a true comparison is
the custom of the Roman Catholic
Church of never dropping anyone from
its membership rolls, except in rare
instances. "Once a Catholic, always a
Catholic." Many Protestant churches
make at least a gesture toward periodically bringing church rolls up to elate,
but most of them would also have to
plead guilty in some degree to carrying
"non-resident members" who either
are active in some other community or
have given up church interests altogether.
Of the 3,214 gain in congregations,
the overwhelming majority were in the
Protestant column., Roman Catholics
ended the year with '·a reported 319
more parishes than they had the previous year, an increase from 15,112 to
15,431.
A favorite whipping boy of editorialists is the outsize quantity of Protestant denominations. But the 1950
figures again prove that Protestantism's
main strength lies in a baker's dozen
of major religious bodies. The top 13
denominations, each having more than
a million members, comprise 76 percent of the total. There are 38 Protestant denominations with more than
100,000 members each, and these

account for 95 percent of the membership of the entire 221 denominations.
The 11 top Protestant denominations alone-with a total membership
of 36,000,256-are better than equal to
the 32 non-Protestant denominations
polled, which, including the Roman
Catholic Church and Jewish congregations, have a total membership of
35,621,412. The 7 largest Protestant
denominations by themselves (29,806,187 members) have a combined
strength greater than that of the entire Roman Church (28,470,092).
As was to be expected, most of the
large Protestant numerical gains came
from the bigger denominations. Again
the Southern Baptists led, by an increase of 318,624.
The Methodist Church, America's
largest denomination, came up with a
net gain of 14 3,078. Third largest increase was made by the African Methodist Episcopal Church, which grew by
100,000, almost 10 percent. Churches
of Christ made a sizable gain of 88,800.
The National Baptist Convention,
U.S.A. increased by 60,399. The Protestant Episcopal Church was 48,330
ahead of last year, and the Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., 46,747. Several of the Lutheran denominations
made generous strides, but their figures
cover a 2-year period.
Although the larger churches
accounted for a lion's share of the
increase numerically, churches with
memberships of under 10,000 were
growing proportionately faster, l 950's
statistics show. Churches with memberships of 50,000 and above gained
2.8 ° percent; those with 10,000 to
50,000 gained 1 percent; those with
under 10,000, 8 percent. For this year,
at least, it would seem that the smallest
churches were doing the best job of
evangelism.
Deadline for the survey was June 1.
'Vhere new figures were not available,
those of 1949 or earlier were used.
All in all, it has been a good year!
Religion is on its way. Now that
church members have had an opportunity to stand back and gauge their
progress-a privilege that rarely comes
to the average army-they can go back
into the fray with new assurance.
There is a lot for organized religion
to do. Having looked at the statistical
story, we' cl say the churches are equal
to their task!
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CHRISTIAN HERALD'S ANNUAL REPORT ON CHURCH MEMBERSHIP IN THE U.S.A.
PROTESTANT CHURCHES WITH MEMBERSHIPS
ABOVE 50,000

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

Members

Members

1950

1949

Methodist ............ . .. . . .... . ..
588,000
Southern Baptist ....... . ... . .
7,079,889
Natl. Bapt. Conv. USA . . ... .
4,445,605
Natl. Bapt. Conv. of America
2,595,789
Presbyterian <USA)
2,448,596
Protestant Episcopal
2,346,319
United Lutheran . . . ...... . . .. .
1,954,342
Disciples of Christ ...... . ....... .
1,767,964
1,674,901
Lutheran-Missouri Synod
Am. Bapt. Conv. (formerly No.) • 1,561,073
1,190,131'
Congregational Christian
African Meth. Epis. . .
1,166,301
1,005,346
Latter Day Saints
903,000
Churches of Christ
825,466
Evangelical Lutheran ...
726,361
Evangelical & Reformed
717,531
Evan. United Brethren . ... ..... .
715,640
American Lutheran . .......... .. .
702,210
Presbyterian (US) . . .... . . ..... .
588,000
African M. E. Zion ....... .. .... .
454,742
Augustana Evan. Luth. . ........ .
381,000
Colored M. E.
. ....
316,705
Church of God in Christ . . . .... .
318,478
Assemblies of God ... .. .
Evan. Luth. Joint Synod of Wisc.
and Other States
..
307,216
Natl. Assoc. of Free Will Baptists .
255,127
American Baptist Assoc.
240,315
Seventh Day Adventists
237,168
Church of the Nazarene
226,684
Salvation Anny
........... .
227,008
United Presbyterian (NA)
213,810
Church of the Brethren . .
186,201
Reformed Church in America ...
183,178
Christian Reformed
.. . .
154,950
Latter Day Saints (Reorganized) ..
124,925
Church of God (Cleveland) ..... .
124,372
Societies of Friends ... .. ..... . .. .
112,805
Church of God (Anderson) ..... .
107,094
Gen. Assoc. Regular Bapt. . . ... .
94,822
Federated Churches ...
88,411
Cumberland Presbyterian
80,140
Amer. Unitarian Assoc. . . .. . .... .
75,389
75,000
United Amer. Free Will Bapt. .. .
Primitive Bapt.
. ........ .
69,157
Ind. Fund. Churches of America ..
65,000
64,245
Universalist Church of America
(Pentecostal Church of God of (see other)
Amer.)
table)
Int. Church of the Four Square
Gospel ............. . ... . .. .... .. .
59,984
Lutheran Free ..... . ... .. .
59,860
Mennonite Church .. . ........ .
58,330
Natl. Bapt. Evan. Life and Soul
Sav. Assem. USA ........ . .... . .
56,934
Evan. Mission Covenant of Amer.
51,264
Church of Christ, Scientist . ...... .
Free Meth. Church of America ..
50,177

...

520,175
6,761,265
(h) 4,385,206
2,594,521
2,401,849
2,297,989
(g) 1,814,172
1,738,605
(h) 1,569,364
(h) 1,583,360
1,184,661
1,066,301
980,347
814,200
(h) 757,352
(g) 714,583
711,537
692,567
653,594
520,175
439,231
(f) 381,000
(h) 340,530
275,000

...

TOTALS

PROTESTANT CHURCHES WITH MEMBERSHIPS
OF 10,000 TO 50,000

48,470,602

(h) 297,922
(g) 255,127
313,817
229,945
220,042
(h) 215,094
213,810
185,088
179,085
142,818
121,745
106,490
113,013
105,022
85,000
(a) 88,411
80,236
(h) 74,447
(d) 75,000
(a) 69,157
(f) 65,000
62,927
60,000
59,897
54,608
56,746

(f)

56,934
(h) 51,009

•••

(see other
table)
47,108,368

• "A1111arcnt clccrcaBCB in comparison with previous year arc due to
clwnycs in mctlto<ls of statistical re porting."
•• HThc figures for the previous year contained membership in for ..
eiyn field s. "

•••A

11roltibition in th is church's ntamlal forbids "the 11umbcriny of
the re])ortiny of such stccti~tics for vublication."

11co11lc and
(a) 19JG

(b)

1942

(d)

1944

(f)

1946

(o)

1947

(h)

1948

MembcrB
1950

!if embers
19.49

(Free Methodist of Amer.) .....
54. Pentecostal Ch. of God of Amer.

(see other table)
49,104
• 48,000 (see other
table)
55. Moravian Church in Amer ...... .
(h) 46,327
47,706
56. United Evan. Lutheran
46,442
46,001
57. Christian & Missionary Alliance
45,348 '
45,348
58. The Church of God
......... .
44,388
44,388
59. Colored Primitive Bapt.
(a) 43,897
43,897
60. Bapt. Gen. Conf. of Amer ..
43,519
61. Natl. David Spiritual Temple of
Christ Church Union ...
40,565
40,565
62. Independent Churches ..
(a) 40,275
40,275
63. General Baptists ....... .
(b) 39,600
39,600
64. N. A. Bapt. Gen. Conf.
.
36,975
40,785
(g) 34,460
65. Gen. Conf. Mennonite of N. A ...
35,158
66. Churches of God in N. A.
(General Eldership)
33,831
35,044
67. Church of God-Saints of Christ ..
34,610
34,610
68. Advent Christian ............... .
31,413
33,063
69. Wesleyan Methodist ............ .
34,202
32,479
70. Pentecostal Holiness
30,154 (h) 30.154
71. Colored Cumberland Presbyterian
(d)
30,000
30,000
72. Finnish Evan. Luth. (Suomi Syn.)
29,001
29,606
73. Pilgrim Holiness ........... .. .. .
29,054
28,901
74. Evangelical Congregational
27,093
27,093
75. United Baptists .
. .... . .
(a)
27,000
27,000
76. Assoc. Reformed Presbyterian .. .
26,534 (a) 25,779
77. Plymouth Brethren
... . .. . ... .
25,806
25,806
78. United Holy Church of Amer .. . . .
25,000 (d) 25,000
79. Volunteers of America ... ... .
24,250
23,500
80. Slovak Evan. Lutheran
21,010 (h) 21,112
81. Evangelical Free Church .... . .. .
•• 21,000
22,033
82. Old Mennonite . . .......... ... .. .
20,489
20,818
83. Reformed Zion Union Apostolic . .
20,000 (h) 20,000
84. Calvary Pentecostal ... ... ....... .
(d)
20,000
20,000
85. Danish Evan. Lutheran in Amer ..
19,404
19,048
86. United Brethren in Christ . ....... .
19,366
18.167
87. Christian Church of N. A. . .... .
22,000
19,186
88. United Pentecostal ..... ... . .
19,136
19,136
89. Brethren <Natl. Fellowship)
18,451
18,451
90. Mennonite Brethren in N. A .. . . .
18,410 (g) 18,410
91. Brethren (Ashland) . . . ......... .
18,403
18,443
92. Regular Baptists . . ...... .
17,186 (a) 17,186
93. Triumph the Church and Kingdom of God in Christ
15,500 (g) 15,500
94. Christian Union ...... ........ . .
(a) 15,400
15,400
95. Old Order Amish Mennonite ... .
14,524
14,364
96. Finnish Apostolic Lutheran . .. .
14,511 (e) 14,511
97. Independent Negro ....... . . . . . . .
12,337 (a) 12,337
98. Primitive Methodist
.......... .
11,963 (h) 11,963
99. Congregational Methodist
11,187
11,187
100. United Missionary Church (formerly Mennonite Brethren in
Christ) .......... . .. . .... .. ..... .
10,716
10,776
Evan. Lutheran Synod
(Negro Missions) ........ ... .. .
15,001
•••
Orthodox Presbyterian ......... .
13,928
Total, Protestant bodies 10,000 and
above, 1949 ................ .. ... .
1,267,076
101. Norwegian Synod of the
Amer. Evan. Lutheran
(9,587)
10,360
Total, Protestant bodies 10,000 and over
1,289,840
1,267,076
Total, Protestant bodies 50,000 and over
48,470,602
47,108,368
Total, Protestant bodies not tab. here
323,426
299,379
TOTAL PROTESTANT BODIES ...
50,083,868
48,674,823
Total non-Protestant bodies over 10,000
§35,568,239 t 34,026,455
Total non-Protestant bodies not tab.
here ..................... · · . .. · · · · · · ·
53,173
53,015
GRAND TOTAL, ALL U. S.
RELIGIOUS BODIES
85, 705,280 t 82, 754,293

...

• "No actual loss-inaccurate church rc])ortinn vreviously." ••Evan.
Free Cht1reh of Amer. ( 12,000) and Evan. Free Church Aasoc. (10,00J)
joined June, 1950, to form Evan . Free Church. •••Not tabulated here
-1tndcr 10,000. § Sec table below. t Corrected from last year.
(a)

1936

(b)

1942

(d)

1944

1945

(e)

(o)

1947

(h)

194S .

NON-PROTESTANT RELIGIOUS BODIES WITH l\1El\'IBERSHIPS OF OVER 10,000
J',fcmlJCTB

195 0

Roman Catholic ··· ·· · ········· ··· ·· ··
Jewish Congregations .... .. . ..... ....
Greek Orthodox (Hellenic) .. . . . .. ...
Russian Orthodox ·· ···· ··· ··· ······ ··
Polish Natl. Catholic . . . . .. . . . .......
Inter. Gen. Assem. Spiritualists
Armenian Apostolic Orthodox
Serbian Eastern Orthodox .. . . ... ....
Buddhists of America ..... . ....
N. A. Old Roman Catholic . . . . . . . . .

.
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28,470,092
5,000,000
1,000,000
300,00Q
250,000
157,000
110,000
80,000
70,000
60,000

J\fcml1cr.~

ltfcmbcr!I

1949

1950

19.$9

39,500
20,300
11,347
35,568,239
53,173
35,621,412

(e) 39,500
(b) 20,300
(a) 11,347
• 34,026,455
53,015
* 34,079,4i0

• 27,610,308
5,000,000
(g) 300,000
(b) 300,000
(d) 250,000
157,000
(h) 110,000
80,000
(b) 70,000
78,000

Ukrainian Orthodox of Amer .. .... . . .
Syrian Antiochian Orthodox . .. .. ...
Progressive Spiritualists . ... .........
Totals
All oU.;~~. N-~;;-'I>~~t~~t;i;;t" . :B~cii~;::
TOTALS ········· ·· ······· ··· ·· ···· ·
""Revised figure as of
(a)

1936

(b)

11

1942

e11d of 1!149."
(d) 1944

(c)

1945

J\Icmb c r~

(ol 1947

WORLD
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Serles by Toge FuJUtlra or Methodist Prln!S

Gate to Colegio Bennett in
Rio de ] aneiro, Brazil. Colegio
Bennett, operating under the
Tlf!oman's Division of Christian
Service, is one of the outstanding schools for girls in all South
America. The training of teachers is one of its major contributions to the country of Brazil.

A Program of
Training and Se1•vice
•
iii
OCTOBER

These pictures may be had sep·
aratcly (ten cents a set) [mm Literature Headquarters, 7820 Reading
Road,
Cincinnati
(37),
Ohio

1951
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1~1·og1·11111, of T1·11i11.i11g 111111 Sc1•vicc iii Soritli A11ic1•ic11__________

e Miss Hora Diniz Lo/Jez,
former Crusade scholar, is
one of the teachers at
Colegio Bennett. She is
seen emerging from the
Sallie Lou MacKinnon
Chapel.

e Miss Sara Dawsey,
daughter of BishofJ Cyrus
B. Dawsey of Brazil, is the
head of the nursery school
at Colegio Bennett. . The
nursei-y school is famous
for its work and fm· the
training it affords nurseryschool
student-teachers.
Here Miss Dawsey ·talks
with one of the pupils.

20
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P1·og1•11111 of T1•11i11i11.g

111111

Se1·vice i11

§01atli A1Ru!1·ic1i

• In another section of Rio stands the PeojJle's Instit1(.[e, a settlement to care for quite a diff erc11t grott/J
of fJeoj1le from the school grouf1. One of the features of the Institute is the free milh station where milh
is distributed to desjJerntely poor mothers who live near the Institute.
OCTOBER

1951
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ii. Progr11111. of Tr11i11i11g 111ul Se1·vicc in Soritl1, A111c1·ic11 ............_ .......___.....,,.......,,,,

• A Woman's Society of Christian Service meeting of the Cotate Church, Rio de Janeiro.
The Society holds weekly meeti11gs and feels close to the work of the People's Ce11tral Institute
and, beca~tSe so· many Rio girls are graduates, to Colegio Bennett also.

• Workers jJrefJaring cofJies of Voz l\fissionaria, missionary magazine, at I.Tie Methodist Publishing House in Sao Paulo, Brazil. This fm/Jcr has over thirty thousand subscribers-more
subscribers than there are 1l1ethodists.
22
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·• M embers of the W oman's Society of Christian
Service of the Flores Methodist Church in Buenos
Aires, Argentina. Here
they are holding a t1rayer
meeting at the home of
the t1astor.

~

Two members of the
Flores Methodist Church
are looking at_ El Estandartc Evangelico, which is
as flopular in Argentina as
Voz Missionaria is pojmlar
in Brazil.
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• Officers of the Woman's Societ)' of Christian Service in Buenos Aires look over
a ref1ort from the TVoman's Division of Christian Service of the United States.

• Outdoor class at Colegio l'Vard in Buenos Aires. Colegio JVard, a famous Argentine
liiethodist school, is built within a grove of trees, which mahes the college attractive.
24
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• Between classes at Union Theological Seminary in Buenos Aires. This Seminary is
suj1j1orted by the Methodists, Presbyterians, and J!Valdensians. It trains young women
as well as young men for religious work in Protestant churches of South America.

• Two )'Oung women in training at tlze Union Theological Seminar)'· One is an
"old" student helf1ing the new girl become oriented in a new way of work.
OCTOBER
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..ti 1•1·ogr11111. of T1•11i11i11g a1ul Service ;,,, So11tli A1uerico ___________

e At Sarandi Methodist Church
in Sarandi, Argentina, a student
from Union Theological school
teaches in the Daily Vacation
Church School. A lively folk
game is going on here, with the
little girl fmtting so much vim
into the game that her picture
is blurred.

e Dr. Foster Stockwell; president of Union Theological Seininary, and 111iss Lena Knaf1p,
Woman's Division of Christian
Service missionary, look into
the future. The blttef1rints they
hold in their hands show the
shaJ1e of things to com.e-an enlarged dormit01·y so that greater
numbers of students can be
trained, and that) in turn, the
Christian church in South America may exf1a11d.
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Dept. Visual Edu oatlon, Il. )I. C. E.

e

The 1'Voman's Society of Christian Service, Ancoraimes, Bolivia, taken with gift fJicture from the Oneida Indians of TV est De Pere, H'isconsin. H'est De Pere il1ethodists hcl/J
sttfJport the work in Ancoraimes, with the sales' money from their "God's Acre."

I Found Methodist Women There
BOLIVIAN UNIT OF W'ORLD FEDERATION OF METHODIST ·woMEN
bf/ lfI1·s. F1·1uildin Beetl
I

WAS UP VERY EARLY ON THE 1\IORNING

of April 23 to take the plane for
Bolivia. Half of my long journey
around South America was no\v behind me. As always, when the time
came to leave the group of consecrated
women and the missionaries with
whom I had been living for a week,
I was filled with mixed emotions. But
my schedule demanded that I leave
the airport at six o'clock, so at fourforty-five, in the dark, I set forth for

* l\lrs. Franklin Reed of W estficld, N.
is president of the v,r orld Federation.

J.,

the last lap of the- journey to the
''Roof-of-the-world.''
To most of the fortunate visitors
making the circuit of the Latin American countries Bolivia is off the beaten
path, and comparatively few ever arrive in La Paz, the highest capital in
the world, over 12,000 feet above sea
level. But all who are determined to
experience such contrasts of color, altitude and people as can be found nowhere on the continent, are repaid
many times for the journey across the
"Cordillera" as the Spanish conquerors

called it. Here the Andes attain their
greatest breadth and divide into two
great parallel chains, enclosing the
plateau which forms the country of
Bolivia.
But, for me, there were groups of
:rviethodist women at different altitudes
of this beautiful country and they
were preparing . for my arrival. Some
were primitive; some underprivileged;
but all were isolated, and together,
they formed the Bolivian Unit of the
Y\Torlcl Federation of Methodist \:Vomen. Vi/hat did it matter if one must

C•T•O--B•E···R--1•9•5--1------------------------------------------------~--~~~~~[4_9_5_]~-2-7~~~-

l._,,,__O__

·I
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(Left) Aymara interf1reter. A member of the Woman's Society of Christian Service.

• (Right) The Woman's Society of Christian Service of the La Paz Church, knitting as a way of malting
money for the Society. Notice the traditional derby hat. The fmstor's wife is wearing the white sweater.
fly into the highest airport sucking on
an oxygen tube; or found oneself
puffing upon the slightest exertion,
because of the rarefied air; or even if
later, one experienced the newcomer's
"mountain sickness" for a few days?
The warm and sincere welcome of
those who are so often "passed by" is
worth it all.
As yet the \Voman's Division of
Christian Service in the United States
has not seen its way clear to open any
mission work in Bolivia, but the Board
of Missions has been working here
since 1907. Today there is mission
work in three main centers: in the
capital city of La Paz; in Cochabamba,
285 miles to the southeast; and up on
the Altiplano (high plain) among the
Indians. Although it was not my first
purpose to visit our Methodist missions, nevertheless I did see a great
deal of our work and was thrilled to
28
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learn that the Bolivian government not
only recognizes our fine schools and
hospital, but praises them. I must here
pay tribute to the consecrated missionaries, past and present, who have braved
the health hazards of working in this
altitude and have won hundreds of
Bolivians for Christ, as well as respect
and confidence for Protestantism.
The true object of my visitation,
here and everywhere, was to meet the
societies of organized Methodist women who, having come to "know Christ"
are now trying to "make Him known."
Although my plane came into the
La Paz airport first, it had been decided that I should continue my journey the 285 miles to Cochabamba,
which city, in spite of being in the
tropics, has a springlike climate dne
to its altitude of 8,400 feet. By this
time I had grown accustomed to old
Spanish cities with their narrow, wind-

ing, cobblestoned streets, but as I
drove from the airport to our American Institute I was conscious of one
new thrill after another, and I could
only breathlessly exclaim, "This is different!" Here I got my first sight of
llamas right on the city streets, those
cousins of the African camels who are
used as beasts of burden in the Andes;
and I saw the narrow shop doorways,
blocked by the swinging skirts for
women-skirts of great fullness and
riotous colors, fierce pinks, -brilliant
purples, and "screaming fuchsia."
These, of course, were for sale, but
later I saw the Indian women m
Methodist_ meetings, wearing six to
eight of these gathered skirts one on
top of another, with tight and basqueJike blouses; and on their heads the
inevitable derby hat perched atop
their slick black braids. For some unknown reason, the Cochabamba derby
VlORLD
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is always white while those in La
Paz, as I learned later, may be black,
gray or brown-but never white.
The very first woman's society in all
Bolivia was formed in Cochabamba and
its program interests have now grown
to the extent that it meets weekly
instead of twice a month as in former ·
years. The women meet in their beautiful stone chapel, the first Methodist
church building to be erected in Bolivia. Two groups of women are served
by this church. One is the national
Bolivian group, and the other is
English-speaking . and composed of
American and English women living
in the city. Many of the national
women are graduates of the American
Methodist Institute here, and these are
proving a leavening influence as influential members Elf the community.
Their program includes studies on the
Christian home, and they do much
handwork to help support their service
projects. Recently they have been holding co-operative meetings with the
Baptist women, which is a decided
forward step. A very fine evening meeting was arranged for me.
My next flight landed me in La

•

Paz; not yet the top, but some 4,000
feet higher than I had been in Cochabamba. Here there are three we11organized and thriving Methodist
groups. A large meeting, corresponding to our Assembly, although on a
very small scale, was planned for my
visit, and delegates from each group
in aJI Bolivia came. Some were pure
Indian, some were of mixed blood,
and some were white Bolivians of
Spanish ancestry; but all were Christian and all were Methodist. It was
a thrilling audience to face.
One group of Indians, made up of
mothers and grandmothers who could
neither read nor write, stood and sang
the little song which the missionaries
had taught them, "Jesus Loves Me,
This I Know," and I confess that my
tears overflowed. Here in this far-off
and isolated country illiterate women
had come "to know Him" and to
know that He loves them. Moreover
they were trying to share Him by giving the money earned by their weaving
and knitting. I shall always cherish two
pieces of their work which they gave
to me; one, a striped wool bag which
they had woven, and the other, an

aguayo (pronounced ah-wai-yo), a
woven square which they sling over
their backs to hold their bundles and
the inevitable baby.
There is one group in La Paz which
I believe is unique in the whole Methodist world which deserves special
mention. Twenty-four nurses from the
famous Nursing School, in the Pfeif·
fer Memorial Hospital, have formed a
Woman's Society. They are finding
time to maintain a very comprehensive program covering five departments: spiritual, missionary, social action, literary and cultural. They sing
beautifully and made a great contribution to the program. One very interesting feature of their work is the
placing of invitations to their meetings and song services on the hospital
trays, inviting the patients to meet
with them. Many avail themselves of
this privilege while convalescing and
are spiritually strengthened.
The population of Bolivia is 80 per
cent Indian and 20 per cent white.
Some of the former are mixed, and
some are of the pure blood of the ancient Incas. Those in this picture are
of the latter group and live at the

Graduate ntll"ses of the Methodist HosfJital who "collect" fo1· the 1'Vommi's Society of Christian Service.
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• Young Indian women who attend a Sunday school class. Some of them are members of
the Woman's Society of Christian Service. Some of them are daughters of members.

highest level-13,000 feet. One has
only to study their faces to see the
longing which is in their hearts, for
no one made any attempt to help them
when they were girls so they still struggle against poverty, disease and ignorance. History shows that these Indians have a racial capacity for high
civilization, and for centuries they
have been treated like animals. TI1e
loving heart of the missionary-wife in
our station has reached out to them,
and she has found the time out of
her own busy schedule to organize a
few of them into a Society. Because
they are not literate she has patiently
taught them the simpler Bible verses,
and with these they answer the roll
call. They love their meetings and
20-35 of them attend each week. How
they can sing and how they can
PRAY!
Moreover, they long for better things
for ·their daughters. It was after I
reached home that I came across a
statement which Dr. Frank Laubach
had written at the time of his first
visit to these people. One night he
30
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attended a meeting sponsored by the
Quakers, and he said: "Tonight I had
a spiritual experience which will echo
through the rest of my life. After a
long talk-which I did not understand-the congregation knelt to pray.
It began with a murmur; then women's plaintive wails began to be heard
above the rest and presently they could
be heard weeping. I heard the cry of
the ages rising to God from broken
hearts; and behind them the bitter
cry of all the illiterates in the world,
the oppressed, the blind, the hopeless."
Our beloved Bishop Barbieri has
heard that cry also. It so happened
that his visit for administration coincided with mine, and we were entertained in the same missionary home.
At night, around the log fire, we talked
of the desperate needs of the Indian
girls on the Altiplano, and he urged
me to make an especial appeal for
them to the women and girls in the
United States. He, in his turn, is going
to lay these needs before the students
in all of our mission schools in Latin

America. Somehow we must find a
way to help these people rise out of
their shocking misery and despair. It
is believed by those who know best
that a school for Christian girls, preparing them for teaching and homemaking, would be the place to begin.
One beautiful gesture came in 1942,
when the Latin American Confederation, comprising ten units of the vVorld
F~deration, decided that it could not
adjourn until it had voted to do, together, some one thing for others.
Unanimously, they agreed to send their
first missionary to the Indian women
on the Altiplano.
In tl1ese necessarily brief articles
covering my recent visit to Latin America the larg~r part of my experiences
must remain untold. It is my hope,
however, that such glimpses of the
country, the customs and the people
will stimulate interest in the Methodist
women of other lands.
For Bolivia, the most .isolated of
them all, I covet new interest and
greater love.
WORLD
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LAURA TEMPLE
"Ambassador of Clirist" to Mexico
by Eli:abetli 11'11tso1i
:rviiss LAURA Tm,,rPLE, :r..nsSIONARY TO
Mexico under the (former) Woman's
Foreign Missionary Society, liked
young people. One might say that
her life was spent mostly with young
people-helping them, educating them,
encouraging them, being friends with
them. As a result of this inspired relationship, one may find today, in many
different parts of Mexico and in varied
walks of life, a great many people who
give Miss Temple credit for introducing them to the goodly ways of Christian living.
One of the special groups befriended
by Miss Temple was a group of boys
who were left homeless by a revolution. Vlhen the Rotarians of :rviexico
were ready to establish an agricultural
school and home for homeless boys,
they asked the \Voman's Foreign Missionary Society if they might "borrow"
Miss Temple for this undertaking, in
its initial stages. Miss Temple consented to being "lent" and, far from
being content with a mere advisory
capacity, she went right out and lived
in the school as it was being built.
The boys themselves helped with the
building. Living conditions were primitive in that year of construction. But
Miss Temple was undaunted. \Vith
young Mark Cunas she helped to
build an institution, at the same time
helping to rebuild live~. Miss Temple
helped to lay a foundation of Christian faith in the lives of these boyssome of them waifs from the street
who had never before known Christian vision, comfort, or love. Throughout the remainder of her life, Miss
Temple kept up a vital interest in
her "La Granja" boys.
It was as an educational missionary
that Miss Temple was sent to Mexico.
First, she was a teacher in The Daughters of Juarez School. Later, she
helped to establish the Sarah L. Keen
School, and the Industrial School;
which has now been renamed the
Laura Temple School.
OCTOBER 1951

In the face of the dangers of the
revolution, Miss Temple stayed on in
Mexico, working to help protect the.
properties of the Methodist mission
and of other missions.
One of Miss Temple's gifts, cif great
value in the schools where she served
as a teacher and an administrator, was
a natural aptitude for business. She
also served as treasurer of the mission.
It is not every leader who can cooperate with others and share her responsibilities. But Miss Temple could
and did hand on responsible places of
leadership to younger missionaries,
teachers, and colleagues. This of course
made for progress and growth and
happy relationships throughout her
missionary career.
Miss Laura Temple was born in
Hazen, Pennsylvania, on August 3,
1865. She studied at Edinboro State
Normal School. In 1896 she was
graduated from Allegheny College,
and in 1898 she received a master's

degree from Allegheny. In 1903 she
went to Mexico to serve faithfully in
its missions until her retirement in
1938. She died on June 23, 1949.
\Vith all her insight, vision, and
qualities of genuine statesmanship,
Miss Temple was not a formidable person. She was, indeed, approachable,
full of fun and wit, filled with enthusiasm for life. She had friends
among the :rviexican people in many
walks of life, and to Mexico, her
adopted country, she gave a deep and
abiding love.
The 1949 issue of the bulletin of
the Methodist Church of Mexico was
dedicated to Miss Temple's praise and
memory. Bishop Eleazar Guerra stated:
"This outstandingly noteworthy ambassador of Christ came to 1vlexico
with the spirit and vision of the pioneer blazing new trails in the field of
education, that the love of Christ
might touch and transform all who
came under its influence and power."
[ 499]
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Week of Prayer and
DURING THE LAST WEEK OF OCTOBER,

the \Voman's Society of Christian
Service will observe a time of prayer
and self-denial. As a result of both
observances, gifts will be gathered for
special work of the Society. 111is is an
annual custom, and many needs are
met that could not be met in any
other \Vay. Last year, as a result of this

Vl eek of Prayer, the women of Methodism contributed $392,280.07.
This year, the money will be given
toward a new dormitory at Allen High
School in Asheville, North Carolina;
a dormitory at Colegio Irene Toland
in Matanzas, Cuba; a dom1itory at
Colegio Americana in Rosario, Argentina; and a grant of money for Sana-

torio Palmore, Chihuahua, Mexico.
We bring here the prayer of that
week that "each of us may recognize
her responsibility, that ,\ hat 1110u dost
place in our hands is not ours to keep
but ours to distribute." And "11rnt
the will of our Father may be done.
... ""We [may] bring our wealth, our
efforts, and our lives."
1

·1

I

e

.Nurses at Sanatorio Palmore, Chihuahua, :Mexico, prepare lunch trays for the children.
"ll1ay our hearts uo out t.o th)' children in Chilmahua, that we may
. P a I more. "
be eager to share b with the doctors and nurses at Sanatono
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Self-Denial

• A student at Allen High School, Asheville, N. C., looks
through the library files.
"Bless thou Allen High School ... touch the hearts of
the women of 'Methodism, that they may have the joy of
improving and enlarging this school."

OCTOBER 25·31, 1951

• A child of Rosario held high in the arms of United
States Ambassador Stanton Griffis when he stopped at
Colegio Americano, Rosario, Argentina.
""111ahe m eager to care for the needs of our little sisters in Argentina. . . . Give us vision to imdersta11d."

-• A young student at
Irene Toland School, Matanzas, Cuba.
"Give us a sj1irit of conceni, that we may generously give, even as we have
received, and hel/1 meet
the needs of the girls of
Cuba."

OCTOBER
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Savannah River f1rojcct as it looks now.
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THE CITY OF AUGUSTA, GEORGIA, HAS

been, for generations, a quiet, mildly
prosperous, conservative city. Although
the parking problem has been getting
serious in the last few years, one still
could find a place to park if one rode
around long enough. Jn the Negro
section, the city seemed rather overcrowded, but as a whole there seemed
to be space. That was last year.
Suddenly, almost overnight, Augusta
has become the city center of the
greatest defense industrial area in the
world. The United States chose the
Savannah River area in which to develop the hydrogen bomb.
No longer can one find a place to
park in the downtown section. The
feeling of space has gone from Augusta's residential section. Housing is
bad-and scarce-for both white people and Negro people alike. At this
moment, as this is being written, five

•
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thousand construction workers have
come into the city and its environs for
the hydrogen bomb plant building
program. By October (at which time
this article will appear) at least 24,000
workers will have arrived.
Already plots are being laid out to
accommodate six thousand trailers.
Barracks are being built for five thousand single men. New housing projects will take care of 2,500 white families, while 205 family units have been
added to the Negro housing project.
The housing project promised to the
Negro people for after the war has
already been turned over to white personnel, while the promised future Negro housing project has been set aside
for white workers. Meanwhile, many
of the old-style Negro houses are being torn down to make room for
parking lots in the congested city.
There are some bright spots. There

is, for example, no unemployment in
Augusta. The stores in the city have
doubled their business over last year.
The Community Chest has widened
its service to include every agency
which handles welfare work. It is
holding regular meetings for over-all
planning and co-ordination. The National Council of Churches is employing a chaplain for service to newcomers.
The Methodist Church is being
faced with a special need for service
to Negro people. Augusta has long
been one of the most important centers of Methodist Negro work. Here
is located Paine College, a famous
four-year college for Negroes. Here is
Bethlehem Center, with its rural outpost center and camp. At Paine College there are students who have been
used to giving service at the Bethlehem
Center. Bethlehem Center is known
throughout the city. It needs no new

Doumtown Augusta. Notice the fJarhing problem.
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Main building, Bethlehem Center, Augusta, Georgia.

e
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Rural mothers at the clinic at rural center.
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e
introduction to the Negro residents.
During these days of change, the
director of the Center is in touch with
the director of recreation for the city
of Augusta. To date, there is only one
public center of recreation for Negro
people in the city, if one excludes the
playgrounds surrounding the public
schools. Herc, if the Bethlehem Center begins to meet the opportunities
open, it will need understanding and
co-operation from both the Negro and
the white community of Augusta.
Fortunately, Bethlehem Center has
a swimming pool at its camp a few
miles outside the city. \Vith fu11 em0 CT OBER

1951

Swimming fJool at rural center.

ployment and increased pay, many
Negro people wi11 be able to drive out
to use the pool.
Negroes from other sections of the
country are not crowding into the city.
,The housing situation has kept them
away. Therefore, the problems that
Bethlehem Center faces are problems
that must be faced anyway. The problems are merely accelerated by the situation.
Sometimes great progress is made in
times of stress. It may be that The
Methodist Church, by planning carefully its ministry to Negro people in
Augusta, will set a pattern of work

for other communities beset with the
same "defense" unrest. The National
Council of Churches estimates that
there are fifty of these communities in
critical situations at the moment.
This is not a story of accomplishment. It is a story of the opportunity
to meet the need. \Ve hope that we
may be able, in a few months' time, to
tc11 you a story of achievement.
In the meantime, we hope to hear
from the churches of Augusta and of
Georgia generally of the methods which
they are .using to meet this chance to
serve the brethren in special ways
which will advance the Kingdom.
[505]
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THE OLDEST REFUGEES

·• Ii1rs. Bowalwwa and her three children in the refugee camjJ. Mrs. Bowakawa belongs to the Kalmucks who are said to be descendants of Genghis Khan.

J.

DONALD KINGSLEY, DmECTOR-GEN-

eral of the International Refugee Organization, reported in May that the
year-long effort to find homes in
Paraguay for more than seven hundred Kalmuck refugees has been unsuccessful. This announcement has
ended the latest hope for the ending
of almost six centuries of rootless wandering for this remnant of Genghis
Khan's Golden Horde.
Last September, a group of industrialists and financiers in Asuncion
promised the Kalmuck refugees, now
living in I. R. 0. camps in Germany,
enough land to rebuild their communal life. The Paraguayan government, however, after a six months'
study, has annulled the scheme.
The Kalmucks have been displaced
persons since the collapse of the great
Mongolian Empire in the fourteenth
century. For the past three hundred
years they have lived in western Russia, where their natural talent for farming and for horse-and-cattle-breeding
won them the privilege of virtual
autonomy within the country.
Strong anti-communists, however,
some of them were forced westward
38
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by the Russian revolution, while others
were carried off into Germany when
the Nazis invaded the Soviet Union.
Those who remained in the U.S.S.R.
were deprived of a homeland by the
Soviet government as "an undependable element," and were scattered
throughout Siberia, whence no word
has come of their eventual fate.
The small group which survives in
displaced persons camps in Germany

has knocked at the doors of the free
world ever since the war's end-without success. Most countries exclude
them as Orientals, even though one of
their leaders, educated in Prague, explains that the Kalmucks lost all contact with Mongolia and Asia a long
time ago. During the past three centuries they have frequently intermarried with Europeans.
Although the majority of Kalmucks
are farmers and cattle breeders, the
colony includes nurses, veterinarians,
tailors, shoemakers, auto mechanics,
. electricians, a draftsman sunreyor, a
civil engineer, even an advertising
agent. One camp leader is forty-eightyear-old Dr. Sand Sanshe Stepanow,
who is both a physician and a lawyer.
In a petition to I. R. 0., the Kalmucks begged for the same opportunities which the organization has won
for other refugees.
"There are only several hundred of
us," the petition read, "and it would
not be very difficult to locate us in a
country which wants to admit displaced persons. To leave us here in
Germany would be something contrary to elementary justice."
Kind Mr. Kingsley said that his fight
to find homes for the Kalmucks is
by no means over. "They are a sturdy,
industrious people.
"I feel confident that somewhere
in the free world there is· a place for
the Kalmucks to live in peace," Mr.
Kingsley concluded.

Eastern l'ul.Jlisher;-;

~L·n·kc
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Dr. Sanshe Ste/Janow, head of the Kalmuck community, inspects the
work of a young l{almuck student in the German resettlement camp.
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This Month
T1rn PICTURE SECTION THIS J\IONTH ON
the sen•ice of the missionary educational program in South America tries
to do two things-to show what is being clone today for the young women
of that continent by the 1tfethodist
schools, and to show the type of young
South American who may carry on
the lVfethodist educational tradition
in the years to come. The variety of
schools in South America has also been
kept in mind, and an attempt has
been made to gather pictures showing
how the schools are meeting different
educational needs in the countries to
the south. This picture section may
be had separately (see footnote to
picture section) . The separate pictures
will be found exceedingly useful with
the little leaflet l\!Ietl10dists in Latin
America, which may be ordered from
Literature Headquarters, Division of
Education and Cultivation, 150 Fifth
Ave., New York City 11.
It is not necessary, of course, to wait
for the separate pictures to mount
before yon use the Latin American
picture section . If you have started
your mission study, the magazine can
be brought to the meeting for supplementary material. Do not forget to use
the pictures in meetings of your Girls'
Interest Groups. They will soon begin
their study on Latin America in the
program booklet, Tlie Gates Swing
\Vide. The pictures are especially
well adapted for their use. This may
be a good time to introduce these
young people to \iVoRLD OUTLOOK.
They are not too young to have their
own subscriptions.
The picture of the hydrogen bomb
plant in the Savannah River project is
a very rare one. Since it appeared in an
Augusta paper, \iVoRLD OUTLOOK has
been given permission to use it. \\.1e
will be interested in hearing from that
part of the country, or any other part
where defense industries are changing
the way of life. Perhaps no place has
been more dramatically changed than
has the section of South Carolina and
Georgia which has been set aside for

this plant. The story we bring here is
a very sober discussion of what one of
Methodism's home mission projects
faces in the days ahead. Use this story
as background preparation for discussions on preparing for a changing community. The Division of Home Missions and the \i\Toman's Division of
Christian Service will soon be sending
out suggestions for work in such communities. Begin now to build up your
bibliography.
\iVoRLD OuTLOOK staff hopes that
you will enjoy the pictures and the
text of the article "I Found Methodist
\\Tomen There." The Aymara Indian
women-the ones with the derby hats
-make good Methodists, and, although many of them cannot read,
they make good members of the Woman's Society of Christian Sen1ice also .
Bishop Balloch is most anxious that
missionaries be sent to this group for
he sees great latent leadership tucked
away in these high altitudes of Bolivia .
\i\Then one of the staff mentioned this
to Dr. Beck, formerly of the Methodist Hospital in La Paz, he quickly
seconded the Bishop's request. He said
that these people have developed tremendously in the p<tst few years . The.
Methodist Church of Brazil is sending
two missionaries to them, but they
need more. This is a story which can
be used for a mission study class, for
a program on the \i\Torld Federation
of Methodist \i\Tomen, or it might be
used as a background for a talk on
world Methodism.
October is known all over Methodism as the month in which is observed the celebration of the \Veek of
Prayer and Self-Denial. \iVoRLD OUTLOOK has made a custom of bringing to
its readers a picture spread about the
recipients of the offering from this
special \Vcek. \\Te are bringing also
some of the prayers which will be used.
Perhaps some of those churches which
may not be using the material prepared for the observance will wish to
use the prayers here presented. For
the use of these prayers, \i\1 ORLD OuT-

J....._O__C_T_O__B_E_R__l_9__5_1______________________

LOOK wishes to thank IV!iss Juanita
Brown and I'vliss Nancy Holt, of the
editorial department of the \Voman's
Division of Christian Service.
At one time, a reader of \i\1 ORLD
OUTLOOK said in our presence that
most lay people do not know any missionary personalities except Livingstone, and perhaps Bishop Thoburn.
\i\Te hotly contested such a viewpoint,
but we do admit that there may be
some truth in it. Many of the missionaries who gave great gifts to the younger churches are not known, or at least
are not well known . During the year
we will bring to our readers some of
these missionaries' stories. As this is
the year for the study of Latin America,
we are bringing first some early-and
some not so early-missionaries to
Latin America. Our first story is of
Miss Laura Temple, "ambassador of
Christ" to Mexico. \Vatch for other
stories in later issues.
Usually we think of September as
a starting month, but actually many
of the churches start their organizational life in October. That is one reason why many conferences have set
aside October as \iVORLD OUTLOOK
month-the time when the local
church sets out to get subscriptions to
the missionary magazine of the
Church . Is this your conference's time
for \iVoRLD OUTLOOK? You can easily
find out from your pastor. There has
been no time in the history of the
world when a missionary magazine was
more important than now. If you want
help in methods of getting subscriptions, write to \i\ToRLD OuLOOK Circulation Office at 150 Fifth Avenue, New
York City 11 , or to Literature Headquarters, 7820 Reading Road , Cincinnati 37, Ohio. (Incidentally, \i\1 ORLD
OUTLOOK likes to be accompanied by
T/Je Methodist \Voman when it enters
a household.) The best method we
know, however, is to let people read
your copy of \VoRLD OUTLOOK. Use it
in your church school, in your \i\Tom;m's Society, and in your Methodist
Youth Fellowship.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-[-5-07-]~~39~~~~
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BOOl(S
Boohs of Hmtmal interest selected by TVORLD OUTLOOK for com·
me11dation to its readers. Onlcr any 01· all of them from the nearest branch
of )'Olt1· il:Ietlwdist Publishing House.

JOHN WESLEY'S JOURNAL, Abridged
edition. Philosophical Library, New York.
4:13 pp. $3.75. l95I Edition.

This is one of the most important religious
documents of the world and the fundamental
classic of l\Icthodism, here issued in an
abridged form after the edition of Nehemiah
Curnock, which is the standard edition. It
has \Vcslcv's statement about the Holy Club
at Oxford; and the Journal proper begins
with his sailing for Georgia on October 14,
1735, and continues through October 24,
1790.
The Standard Edition of John \Vcsley's
Journal is in eight large volumes. It is found
in few Methodist libraries, whereas it should
be found, carefully studied, in all. This small
abridgment, in smaller type, meets a very
great need, since it includes the basic material
of the great autobiography of the Founder of
l\ Icthodism.
FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE, by Cecil
Wooclham·Smith. McGraw-Hill Ilook Co.,
New York. 1951. 366 pages. $4.50.

No woman not serYing under the church
has had the influence of Florence Nightingale
on the young people of the churches. Again
and again her biography has been included
in "hero" stories. Her life has been used as an
example of Christian devotion in lands where
Christianitv is scarce!\' known. But sometimes
the legend. has sicklie d o\'er the life. For that
reason if no other this new life story of
Florence Nightingale, written by Cecil \Vood·
ham·Smith, is a welcome addition to the writ·
ings about l\Iiss Nightingale.
The ston· of the Crimean \Var and Florence Nightingale's part in it does not overshadow her other contributions. One contribution was the struggle of many years for
the better sanitation of India. Another was
the publication of practical notes on nursing
which are modern enough to be startling.
For instance, the sentence quoted by the
author: "It is commonly supposed a nurse is
there to save physical exertion. She ought to
be there to save (the patient) taking
thought." And "Apprehension, uncertainty,
waiting, expectation, fear of surprise, do a
patient more harm than exertion."
l'vliss Nightingale was deeply religious, and
at one time contemplated a book on mysticism, which, because of pressing practical
matters, never was written. She did prepare, in
the midst of a busy life of almost incredible
toil, a selection of Bible stories for a Children's
Bible, which was used. And her friend Benja·
min JOYCtt of Oxford told her "he blessed her
c1·cry time he took up the book."
After the Crimean \Var, her life was spent
almost entirely on a sofa (or in bed) but
0
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to that sofa came the great humanitarians and
statesmen of the times. Florence Nightingale
was a practical mystic who had the genius for
organization and the power to work out her
ideas through others-a gift of great worth
since she was an invalid, and since, in any
case, women at that time were unable to
serve directly in affairs of state.
Up to within the last few years of her
life (she died in her ninety-first year) she experienced new sensations-was "lively" in the
sense of feeling alive. Her phrases reflected
that liveliness.
"She received a present in 1893 'with a
long purr of gratitude such as the best fish
elicits from the cat.' She said of Lord
Shaftsbury: 'He would have been in a lunatic
asvlum if he had not devoted himself to rcfo~ming lunatic asylums.' "
The story of training nurses, working on
sanitation, bringing a community to an
awareness of the importance of measures
against infection will be of tremendous interest to anyone who has worked in medical
missions.
Most readers will enjoy the book for what
it is-a first-rate biography of one of the
great characters of all times.
CHARLES FREER ANDREWS, by Ilenar·
sidas Chaturvedi and Marjorie Sykes. Harper
and Bros., New York. l95I. 327 pages. $3.75.

The best discussions of the strategy of missions usually occur in the stories of the lives
of missionaries. There are lifted up the problems on the field as they affect the men
themselves, and, if they be great men, the
story of their adjustments often marks the
story of the growth of the Christian Church.
The life of Charles Freer Andrews is such
a story. Coming from an intensely religious
family, he went out to India from England
in 1904 to become a part of the Christian
teaching ministry in St. Stephens College in
Delhi.
At first the teaching and communio11 with
the students gave him enough scope for his
Christian expression to satisfy him. But as
time went on, he felt he must go farther than
this.
Two facts bothered him. One was the
racialism of the Christian Church which
seemed to be on the plane of the caste system. The other was the non-recognition of
the piety already in the Indian. \Vith these
two facts he struggled all his life-against
racialism (and caste), for respect for the Indian's religion.
Both struggles brought 11im into disfavor.
The second, strange to say, brought him into
disfavor with missionary bodies, since they
interpreted the struggle as a struggle to establish an equality of religions. Such was never

Andrews' belief. In the later years of his life,
he wrote to a friend:
"Your talk on religion yesterday distressed
me, for its formula, all religions arc equal, did
not seem to correspond with history or with
my life experience ....
"Of course if conversion meant a denial
of any living truth in one's own religion, then
we must have nothing to do with it. But
it is rather the discovery of a new and glorious
truth for which one would sacrifice one's
whole life. It docs mean also, very often,
passing from one fellowship to another, and
this should never be done lightly. But if the
new fellowship embodies the glorious new
truth in such a way as to make it more living
and cogent, than the old, outworn truth then
I should say to the individual, 'Go forward.'"
Andrews was constantly turning over re·
ligious belief in his mind. As he stepped
farther and farther from the college campus,
the constant questioning became more acute.
A few vcars after his coming to the field he
joined Rabindranath Tagore at his school in
Santinikctan as a teacher in an interfaith and
interracial atmosphere. He had given up his
ministry in 1913 because certain articles in
the Athanasian Creed disturbed him-such
as "which Faith except every one do keep
whole and undefiled, without doubt he shall
perish everlastingly."
"In the eyes of the church," relates the
Life, "which accepted such a creed, even
Rabindranath Tagore was shut out from the
mercy of God ... .''
.
This step of Andrews was not understood.
Never did Andrews deviate from his love of
Christ-and, indeed, of the church-but his
service to the non-Christians and his belief in
them is still a cause for ·criticism to this day
in some circles.
Through his religion, Andrews was led
into many causes. The interracial cause was
one that took him to Africa again and again.
The labor cause took him into the indentured labor situation in the Fiji Islands. The
problem of freedom-political freedomlcd him into the Indian political situation.
Nor did he apologize as his time was taken
up increasingly with the causes of man's we!·
fare.
"Our Lord was in the direct line of the
Prophets . . . ," he wrote at one time. "He
challenged the state rulers in Jerusalem on
the debased and corrupt form of their own
theocratic rule. He had fearlessly dealt, from
first to last, with public affairs."
But in spite of the recognized contribu·
tions, Charles Freer Andrews made to the
Indian community and nation-to-be he always
considered his teaching of Christianity first.
Perhaps one of the greatest joys came when
the church ot South India no longer required
an acceptance of the Athanasian Creed for
ministry to its congregation. Four years be·
fore the end of his life, Andre\vs wrote in
his diary:
.
"Charles Freer Andrews desires to return
thanks to Almighty God for being allowed to
renew his ministry after many years."
The many American friends of Andrews
will sec him again through the pages of this
book. It is a book hard fo put· down once one
has started it. It should make many new
friends for India. It should give to many
people new insights into the issues that beset
those who catch "the vision of Him which
impels His fol!?wers to go out to distant lands
across the sea.
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EVENTS OF RELIGIOUS AND

MORAL SIGNIFICANCE DRAWN

FROM THE NEWS OF THE WORLD

• At Lake JVebster, Ind., Rev. and Mrs. E. Edwin LeMaster (front row, left),
newly commissioned missionaries to Quessua, Angola, Afrca, receive keys to a
new station wagon from ll'lrs. ]. N. Rodeheaver, recording secretary of the
JVoman's Division of Christian Service and j>resident of the North Indiana
Conference Board of Missions.
The station wagon is jmrt of the equifnnent being given by the North Indiana
Conference for Le1Vlaster's worh in Africa.
In back row are (left to right): Rev. L. G. SajJjJ, jJastor of First Church,
Angola, Ind., which will assume a large shm·e of the LeMasters' suf1f1ort; Rev.
Samuel Emerick, who helf1cd raise funds for the equifmient; Rev. Donald
Baile)', dean of the adult assembly at Lahe Webster; and Rev. H. D. Neel,
conference missionary secretar)'·

en will also furnish Church World
Service with money to cover shipping
costs of eight cents a pound.
On \Vorld Community Day itself,
gifts from the women will be brought
to services for dedication.

)) ((
Oxford Con/ crence Sets U/1
World Methodist Council
t"

H1 omen Set November 2
as ·world Community Day
t" "LIVE

THY

FAITH"

IS

THE

CALL

that has been sent to hundreds of
thousands of church women across the
country who are preparing to observe
\Vorld Community Day on Nov. 2.
The annual observance is sponsored
by the General Department of United
Church V/omen of the National
Council of the Churches of Christ in
the U.S.A. Observed by women of
over 80 Protestant denominations in
nearly 1,800 state and local councils
of church women, the day is a rallying
point for their year's work, study and
prayer for world peace.
The women's work in preparation
OCTOBER

1951

for \Vorld Community Day this year
is centered in two projects: an Ecu·
menical Scholarship Fund and aid to
·
the homeless overseas.
The scholarships are planned to help
young people from other countries get
specialized training so they can give
effective leadership in the churches
and communities of their homelands.
111is .will accomplish, on an interdenominational level, what The }.1cthodist Church docs through its Crusade
Scholarship Fund.
For the homeless overseas the women are collecting and cleaning light
weight blankets, which will be shipped
abroad by Church \Vorld Service. In
accordance with regulations, the worn-

Tim

Ecul\IENICAL :rvlETnomsT CoN-

ference, representing M e t h o d i s t
churches in all parts of the world, and
meeting in Oxford, England, took two
important steps last month looking
toward future all-Methodist co-operation : it changed its name to the \Vorld
rviethodist Council, and it organized
a permanent secretariat with headquarters in both New York and London.
Bishop Ivan Lee IIolt, of St. Louis,
Mo., was elected president of the
Council. Honorary vice-presidcn ts include Mrs. Frank G. Brooks, of Iowa;
Bishop Paul N. Garber, of Virginia;
Dr. John R. Mott, of Florida; and
Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam, of New
York. :rvlr. Eel win L. Jones, of Charlotte, N. C., was elected treasurer of
[ 509]
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c:c:Operation
Kiddie
Car ". • •
gave little Chi Hie Suk her
first plane ride-and saved
her life.
She was formerly in a
Christian Children's Fund orphanage in Seoul. She witnessed two invasions, survived
for several months under the
Reds, cried when she learned
the superintendent of her orphanage was condemned to
death for his American sympathies, smiled when the
Americans came three days
before the date set for his execution. She was part of the
frantic flight from Seoul as
the Reds returned and then,
was one of the fortunate ones
saved by the American Air
Force.
But what of the 18,000
boys and girls who have lost
home and parents and are
hungry and friendless in
bombed out, devastated
Korea? The parents of some
of these newly created orphans were slaughtered by the
Reds because they were Christians. 439 Protestant pastors

CHI HIE SUK

are known to have been murdered by the Communists.
Will you, your Sunday
School, Church or some other
organization "adopt" a homeless Korean child?
The cost is ten dollars a
month and there is no obligation to carry the adoption beyond the first year unless you
should desire to do so. The
child will be admitted into one
of the 13 CCF Korean orphanage schools and you will receive the child's name, address, picture and case history. You can correspond
with your child, if you wish.
Children may also be adopted in CCF orphanage schools
located in Free China, Hong
Kong, Japan, Philippines,
Malaya, Burma, Indonesia, India, Pakistan, Lebanon and .
Finland.
Gifts of any amount, of
course, are appreciated.
For inforrnation, write

DR. J. CALVITT CLARKE,

CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, INC.*
RICHMOND 4, VIRGINIA
Member, Foreign Missions Division, National Council of Churches of Christ of U.S.A.
•Formerl11. CHINA'S CHILDREN FUND, JNC.
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• SCRANTON 2, PENNA.,

the United States section and associate treasurer of the world organization. Dr. Elmer T. Clark, of New
York, was elected as the American secretary of the Council, and Dr. E.
Benson Perkins, former president of
the British Methodist Church, as the
British secretary.
The American executive committee
of the 'Vorld Methodist Council is
composed of Dr. Oscar T. Olson. of
Cleveland, chaimrnn; Bishop Paul N.
Garber, Dr. Elmer T. Clark, Mr. Edwin L. Jones, Mrs. Frank G. Brooks,
Bishop Fred P. Corson, Dr. M. S.
Davage, Bishop Ivan Lee Holt, Dr.
Charles B. Ketcham, Bishop Paul E.
Martin, and Mr. Charles C. Parlin.
Of this group, Dr. Clark; Bishop Holt,
Mr. Parlin, and Dr. Olson are on the
vVorld Executive Committee.
The International Methodist Historical Society, wh{ch held its meetings in conjunction with the Ecumen~
ical Conference, elected .Dr. E. Vv.
Hames, president of the Methodist
Church of New Zealand, as its president. Dr. Umphrey Lee is vice-president, and Dr. Elmer T. Clark is secretary; American members of the
Society'.s executive committee include
D.r. Clark, Dr. Lee, Bishop Garber,
Bishop Corson, Mr. Parlin, Dr. Jacob
S. Payton, Dr. vV. ,V. Sweet, and Dr.
E. H. Nease.
It was decided that the next meeting
of the 'Vorld Methodist Council will
be held in 1956. The place was not
selected, but there was sentiment in
favor of holding it in India when the
centennial of Methodism in that land
is celebrated.

)) ((
Dr. ]. A. Engle
Tours World
17- THE REv. DR. JESSE A. ENGLE, executive secretary of the Division of
Education and Cultivation, Board of
Missions and Church Extension, is on
a world-wide tour of missions.
He sailed from New York City in
July and attended the recent Ecumenical Conference of The Methodist
Church in Oxford, England.
His intinerary includes tours of:
England, Scotland, France, Italy,
Switzerland, Germany, Belgium, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, India, Pakistan,
the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, the
Philippines, Hong Kong, Okinawa,
Japan, and Hawaii. He expects to reach
San Francisco late in December.
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• At Hartford, Conn., where the A-3 missionaries trained for six weeks before
sailing, Walter Lehn, linguistics instructm· at the University of Toronto,
Canada, dem.onstrates formation of sound to A-J Miss Onie Scott of Long
Beach, 1l1iss.
Young Missionaries
En Route to Africa

Now ON THEIR WAY TO VARIOUS r-.nssion stations in Africa are 33 young
missionaries, who, as three-year-termers to Africa, are called "A-3's."
The members of the group are 1isted
be1ow by states from which they came:
1?

Arizona: Morris Dean Fraiser, 1808 North
7th Ave., Phoenix.
California: Miss Henrietta Bailey, 1115
Shattuck Ave., Berkeley.
Colorado: Robert E. Bright, 3740 Jay
Street, \Vheat Ridge.
Florida: Miss Bonnie Jean Brenneis, Lochloosa.
Georgia: The Rev. S. Morgan Johnson,
\Veslcyan College, Macon; Charles Tanner \\leaver, 3372 Osborne Place, Macon; Albert Franklin \Vhelchel, Chico·
pee.
Indiana: James Bennett Holmes, 308 Parkwash Ave., South Bend .
Iowa: ~fos Ruth Elaine Johnson, Corydon.
Kansas: Miss Donna Mae Hull, 605 N.
Cedar, Abilene.
Kentucky : Miss Ellen Sweeney, 1235
South Floyd, Louisville.
Michigan: Miss Kathryn Lucille Miranda,
507 Amelia, Royal Oak; Miss Margaret
Ruth Sessions, 908 Clinton St., Albion;
Gilbert Loveland Whitney, 5520 Jennings Road, Ann Arbor.
Mississippi: Miss Mary Sue Robinson, 716
Taylor St., Corinth; Miss Onie \Valdine
Scott, 932 E. Beach, Long Beach.
Missouri: Teddy Cole Miles, 1218 West
38th St., Kansas City; Jesse Murray
Mothersbaugh, Dexter.
OCTOBER
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Nevada: Miss Helen Zern Emmert, Carson
City.
Ohio: Joseph Carlo, 1309 Eight Mile
Road, Cincinnati.
Oregon: Gordon Earl Sullivan, 3752 S.E.
Grant Street, Portland.
Pennsylvania: Miss Cary Anne Eastman,
1417 West St., Honesdale; Miss Esther
Joyce Russell, Rome; Miss Joan Frances
\Varneka, 1022 Walnut St., Erie.
South Carolina: Marion \Vashington \Vay,
Jr., 533 Rutledge Ave., Charleston.
Texas: Harold Hastings Booher, 3216 .
George, Fort \Vorth; John Elbert
Shryock, 3015 Idalia Ave., El Paso; Miss
Ruth Ann Bonorden, Port Lavaca; Miss
Patricia Marie lVliller, 1720 N . Alleghaney, Odessa; Billy Herman ·weir, Sulphur Springs.
Virginia: Chester Theodore Ashby, 130
James River Drive, Hilton Village.
\Vashington: John Edmund Kaemmer,
1407 Maple St., Sumner.
\Vest Virginia: l'vliss I-Ieleh Louise Ben·
nett, Mount Hope.

)) .<<
Ex-Navy Club in ]afmn
ls Now Church Center
1? A FORMER JAPANESE NAVAL OFficers' c1ub at Taura, Japan, now houses
the Taura-Yokosuka Christian Community Center, which is termed by
church journa1ist Wi11iam F . Asbury
as "one of the high spots on the missionary horizon of postwar Japan."
The center, which serves a large
group of repatriates, was founded by
Rev. and Mrs. Everett W. Thompson,

Here are the chimes you've
been waiting for-an instrument that combines unusually
high-quality tone with a price
so low that any church can
afford it.
It's the new Schulmerich
"ChimeAtron" (by the makers
of the famous "Carillonic
Bells"). Full twenty-five notes,
G to G. Plays melody and
harmony.
• Plays with any argon
• Serves as tower chimes
• Combines with Schulmerich cute•
matic devices
• Has remote control, button operation
• Plays from organ keyboard er its own
• Lowest priced instrument of its type

We'll be glad to supply further
information; please write us.
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• Called by God, this Roman Catholic boy started a search
for Truth ••• entered the Roman Catholic prieJthood • , •
accepted CathoUc dochlne .•. studied for his doctorate of Canon
law ••• all the while wrestling with God ••• nnally Iott the
battle, voluntarily resigned from the Roman Catholic priesthood
••• found Christ as his complete end all-satisfying Saviour.
Read this strangely moving story of a former Roman Catholic
prlest who said his last Roman Catholic man on the "Feast of
the Prcdous Blood," and yet found his salvatior, "Under tho
Blood," In the current htue of • • • THE CONVERTED CATHOLIC
MAGAZINE Submibe today, Only $2.00 per year f 1O hsuu I
~

~

Addrus Dept. W

160 flflh Avenue CHRIST'S MISSION, INC, New York 10, N. Y.

FORMOSA
(Free Chinn)

PRAY thnt the Lord will provide the means to
distribute Gospels and Testaments in Formosa without
detriment to the continuing evangelistic effort in Japan.

Although the TI10mpsons are now
on furlough there has been no slacken~
ing of the work of any of its departments. TI1e Christian enthusiasm they
evidenced in Taura seems to have pervaded the lives of the workers.
TI1e church that the TI10mpsons
started has for some time been in the
hands of a Japanese pastor. It is not
part of the Center, though it is temporarily meeting in the main building
of the old officers' club. The church,
which has a membership of 132, also
works closely with the Christian Community Center because of the Christian affiliation of the leaders and the
nature of the relief work that is being clone. TI1e pastor holds cottage
prayer meetings in nine different
places, and he now has a class of 30
inquirers. A pastor's residence is under
construction, and a church building
fund has been started. The church was
not subsidized with mission funds. It
grew and flourished because of the
work of Christian Japanese lay workers who became its members.
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]. K. Mathews Bluef1rints
Christian Peace Action
9
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Methodist m1ss10naries. Their first
project was a Sunday school. Then,
since the community of 40,000 had
no free access to books, a library was
started with 20 shiny, new children's
books on the second floor where children could sit quietly and read. A
staff of twenty Japanese social workers
began full-time work to lead the kindergarten, primary, high school, adult,
well-baby clinic, library, night school,
social counseling service, day nursery,
and bride's school departments.
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TI10ugh Christian doctrine has never
been forced upon the thousands who
have been continually attending one
meeting or another, hundreds have
asked to be baptized. From the
English Night School, which grew
from about a dozen students a week
to 175, has come a large number of
new Christians. American sailors from
the Y okosuka base have come as volunteers to teach English as well as
Bible classes'. As many as seven sailors
have come regularly to do this work.

MAKING

EXPENDITURES

FOR PEACE

in some proportion to our military expenditures was urged by Rev. James
K. Mathews, associate secretary, Division of Foreign Missions, in an address to women attending a recent
national seminar sponsored by the
'Voman's Division of Christian Service on the campus of Scarritt College,
Nashville, Tenn.
Speaking of the world situation, Mr.
Mathews asked in an opening address,
"What should we do?"
"Surely not fight a so-called preventive war," he continued. "Such a
war is what it promises to avoid. Surely not take a stand of neo-isolation
which Mr. Hoover advocated. A land
with 6 per cent of the world's people
simply cannot let the rest of the world
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New low price, $6.95 F. 0. B. Porl Washington, Wis.
When Wtiring: PLEASE Menfion Thh Mog o tine.

as the world is divided against itself,
with a fortunate few enjoying fantastic
prosperity and the masses of men in
abysmal poverty. ( 6) They may study
the possibility of some form of world
government and help to lay foundations for the same. (7) They can act
directly as Christians in a multitude
of ways: by supporting and expanding
the missionary enterprise of the
church; by helping to make their immediate committees more Christian;
by meeting human need through
church and other organizations."

)) ((
Just purchase one box of Scripture Text colorf11I floral design statione ry, containing 24 printed
shc, ts, 24 plain, and 24 printed lined envelopes at
$1.00. You will receive FREE a beautiful box of 25
Scripture Text Christmas Folders of IO assorted des ii;ns-regular value, $ 1.00. A $2.00 value for only
$ 1 .00 prepaid. A.Isa, our 64-page Christmas gift
catalog. U. S. only.
McBETH'S Religious Art Etudio
Department F-65
Eli%abethtown, Pa.

THE SUCCESSFUL WAY TO

RAISE MONEY
FOR YOUR

Church, Sunday School, Society
EASY TO RAISE $25.00 TO $100.00
with Famous Hudson Household and Gift items

So many wonderful, useful articles-and so
low priced-they "Sell on Sight." Splendid
profits loi your treasury on every order .
Successfully used by more than 9000
Women's Groups all over the country
_ Write AT ONC.E for FREE catalog .

t

HUDSON Products Corp.
NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

st.

61East11
DEPT. W-10

PAS-CAL HI-POTENCY
VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS
30 DAYS SUPPLY } $G SS
32 ELEMENTS

·

Mail Orders Promptly Filled
850

~.

PAS-CAL COMPANY
Morisposo St. (Dept. A). Altodeno, Calif.

go by. Surely not rely merely on pious
denunciation of war!
"\Vhat stand then may Christians
take which may accord with Christian
principles? These things at least: ( 1)
They can keep informed, for understanding of other peoples is essential
to peace. ( 2) l11ey can repent for we
are a factor in the possibility of war.
( 3) 111ey can express themselves with
respect to universal military training.
Is it necessary when there is already
a draft system? ( 4) They can advocate
action through the U .N. and support
various practical measures put forward
from time to time through that body
for international control of armaments.
( 5) They can support the Technical
Assistance programs of the U.N. and
U .S. when they really help people.
Surely there can be no peace so long
OCTOBER
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CHURCH BULLETINS
Every progreuive church ahould
Winter• ' De Lu111.e Bulletin
Board. Ditnified. effective, and
economical . Over 7.000 IN USE.
lncrea1e attendance, intere•t
and collection•. Write today for
Jllu •• Catalog WO. H. E. W i nter•
Specialty Company, Davenport,
Iowa .
U•e

I Want to . Contact

Hew WRITERS

who are interested in cashing checks of Sl to
SlOO, otrcred every day. The easiest way to
write for pay. No previous experience necessary.
Send for l•'REE DETAILS. No obligation.
SAUNDERS M. CUMMINGS

Colorodo Springs, Colo.

468-90 Independence Bldg.

Qunhers Aid
Sioux Indians
V' URGED BY THE NATIONAL CONGRESS

of American Indians and the United
States Bureau of Indian Affairs, and
with the support of various organizations within the community itself,
the American Friends Service Committee (Quakers) made a survey of
conditions among Sioux Indians living in Rapid City, S. D. Out of this
grew a program in which the resources
of the community will be used to help
the Indians.
Under the plan the Quakers will
supervise the project, furnish a permanent staff, and hold work camps and
institutes.

>> ((
Herbert E. Stotts
Heads Rural Fellowship
:;. THE REV. DR. HERBERT

E.

STOTTS,

professor of rural sociology at Iliff
School of Theology, Denver, Colo., is
the new president of the "Methodist
Rural Fellowship," a group of l\!Iethodist pastors in small rural churches
and in church colleges banded together "to promote better Christian
living in the countryside."
Other officers are: the Rev. Alexander Nunn, Loachapoka, Ala., vice-president; Rev. Charles F . Golden, New
York, recording secretary; Rev. Clyde
N. Rogers, Linworth, 0., secretary of
promotion; Rev. Martin T. Judy,
Cainsville, Mo., membership secretary;
Rev. Garland R. Stafford, Lewisville,
N. C., editor of the Bu11etin; Rev.
"Howard Daulton, Yuba City, Calif.,
treasurer.
l11e Fellowship recently adopted
resolutions commending the work of
the Town and Country Department
of the Board of Missions, and especially of Dr. Glenn Sanford and of
Dr. Elliott L. Fisher, on behalf of the
welfare of churches, pastors, and people in the rural areas of America.

GO WN 5
Write for FREE Choir Gown Style
Book C21, Pulpit Apparel Style Book
CP71. Ask for Budget Payment Plan.
Cowns for New Membership Class

E•

R •MOORE

932 Dakin St.

Chicago 13. Ill.

COMPANY

11 West 42nd St.
New York 18, H. Y.

ORGANIZATIONS
For quick profits sell delicious Peanut Crunch and Creamy Mints in attractive one pound metal containers.
Repeat sales easily made.
Dept. D
GORDON BAITZEL
204 Memorial Ave.

Palmyra, New Jersey
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WINDOW§

Exquisite stained glass windows
designed and executed to suit the
architecture of your church. Prices
vary according to the size and

intricacy of detail.
Imported, anti9u< glass and CX•
pert craftsmanship assure unsurpassed beauty. Send for your copy
of our brochur<, ""Stained Gius."
We can also meet all your needs
in church furnishings, including
engrossed Bool:s of Remembrance.
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ror wraps, vestments and choir robes. Both
stationary and portable types In sizes to fit
any space or capacity requirement.
Also racks ·With low adjustment ~iii~
!or primary depart•
ments and complete
checkrooms.

Send all gifts to your Conference Treasurer or
Dr. Thomas B. Lugg, Treasurer, 740 Rush St. Chicago 11, Ill.

"US-2's" Enter
Mission 11'ork

AMAZINC

DOUBLE

DUTY

SHOPPING BAG

-il!lllii=""" shopping
LJKEMAGIC,thisbandyhnndsome
bag zips open instnntlfi

;~~k1~;;':,1 ii~:z~~~~c;1~~i!"fo~mbi~

bundles. UniqueDoublcDutydesign
astonishes eversone. Mnkes ehop-

fi~~ ~ W~~!0J:ud;::; .lnH~~~~~ :~:

are wild about it! Ltgbtning seller I

SAMPLES FOR TRIAL
ti::amDleoflersentimmedl11.tel1toallwho•eodnameatonce.
} "'"TI'lYt>Mt.nlwlll do. Sr.:NDNOMON!:Y-ju.tvournam.e.

Kristcc Products Co., Dept. 2339, Akron 8, 0.
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1/" A GIRL WHO WAS DROUGHT UP ON AN
Alaska mink ranch and the daughter
of an Iowa congressman are among the
40 young women from 18 states ·who
recently completed an intensive training program at Scarritt College for
Christian \Vorkers, Nashville, Tenn.,
as the first class of missionaries known
as "US-2's."
They are short-term missionaries who
serve the Board of Missions and
Church Extension of The Methodist

Church in this country for two years
or in Alaska for three. Patterned on
the Division of Foreign Missions'
short-term missionary program of A-3's,
J-3's, I-3's, and LA-3's (Africa, Japan,
India, and Latin America for three
years), the US-2 program began as
an "us too" appeal for young people
to work in the United States. The
program is sponsored by the Department of .\\Tork in I-Jome Fields of the
\Voman's Division of Christian Service.
All US-2's arc college graduates,
WORLD

OUTLOOK

_______________ :.,

e President of India's famed Lucknow Christian College, Dr. C)1ril M.
Thaco1·e, who is visiting in the U.S., jJOints out the location of the school on a
majJ. Looking on is James I(. Mathews of New York, Board secretary in charge
of work in India for the Division of Foreign Missions.
Indian Educator
Visits America
p ONE OF INDIA' s LEADING CJIRISTIAN
educators, Dr. Cyril Madhavlal Thacore, president of Lucknow Christian
College, Methodist college in Lucknow, is now in America observing educational methods used in U .S. universities.
Dr. Thacore is the second Indian
president of the 75-year-old institution.
The son of a minister, Dr. Thacore
was born in Nadiad, Bombay State. He
received his B.A. degree from Bombay University in 1928 and was a Fellow at Gujarat College the following
year. After receiving his M.A. degree
from Bombay University in 1930, he
joined the staff of Lucknow Christian
College as an instructor. He studied at
London University in 1933. His Ph.D.
study at Lucknow University was on
a "Crusade Scholarship," financed by

American Methodists. He was elected
president after several years as vicepresident and one year as acting president.
This is Dr. Thacore's second trip
to the United States. He was a lay
delegate to the General Conference
of The Methodist Church in Atlantic
City in 1932. He is a member of the
United Provinces Christian Council,
the Board of Christian Higher Education of India, and secretary of the
Board of Christian Higher Education
of North India. He has been active
in the Student Chris~ian Mm'. ement
of India.
Lucknow Christian College, an institution of the Board of Missions and
Church Extension of The Methodist
·Church, has five departments with a
total enrollment of around 1,799.
Among them are Hindus, Moslems,
and Christians.

many from the classes of 1951. They
are working in community centers, children's homes, kindergartens, nursery
schools, and interracial projects. Rural
community workers, dietitians, and
social-religious workers for urban proj-

ects and hospitals are included in the
group.
A former Wave and a former Wac
are in the group which also has a
librarian, a floriculturist, and a professional photographer.

600 Africans
Study in U.S.
P AccoRDING TO DR. El\IORY Ross,
Africa authority of the National Council of Churches, there are in the United
States today more than 600 students
from Africa, most of them pursuing
advanced and specialized courses in
leading universities. They are from
Ethiopia, Liberia, Sierra Leone,
.Rhodesia, the Belgian Congo, South
Africa, and the other French, British,

Rich Oriental
Spices
Adds the artful touc:h
of the experienced ·

II you cannot purchase this in your home
town-write us-P.O. Box J. S., Chicago (90)
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large assortment-Sell Selection
lilhographed-Spocial Days-General uso
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JEWELRY

We buy old or broken Jewelry. Highest cash
paid Immediately. Mall us gold teeth, watches.
rings, diamonds, silverware, eye glasses. old
platinum, etc. Satisfaction
gold,
sliver,
guaranteect or your articles returned. We

are licensed gold buyers. Write for FREE In·

formation.
29·CL

ROSE SMEL TINC CO.
East Madison St., Chicago 2,

Ill.

or snm-

ple materials on rcquesl. Fall' l'ri<'es.
l\Icntton whether for J>uJpit or Choir.

DcMOULIN BROS. Cr CO.
1140 South 4th St., Greenvi lie, Ill.

Unitt>d Air Lines

~

Jlfethodist )'Ot1th worhers who were assigned for eight weehs to churches on
Oahu, Hawaiian Islands, are shown on their arrival in Honolulu. Laden with
exotic leis, they are: (left to right) Calvin McConnell, Monte Vista, Colo.; M.ary
Bamberg, Berheley, Calif.; Naomi Livengood, Oklahoma City, Okla.; and Aaron
Sharp, East Liberty, Ohio.

and Portuguese colonies. A majority
of them are graduates of mission
schools in Africa. To assist the students
in making the readjustment to American life, the "Committee for African
Students in North America" has been
formed, with Dr. Ross as chairman.

>> ((

CATHEDRAL FILMS'

Religious Prejudice
Disappears in India
I? RELIGIOUS

'rQi~&1
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lo m:i.king good profit there ls :a genuine plc::ts•
•I~·······················'
I Nurc1\DDITION
in selling the "Sunshine Linc." Whc-n. you ofter thcso

I
I
I
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I
I
\....

-.oiill,

correctly d~igncd c:ards )'OU arc assured or :a satisfied ens•
lomcr. The new 1951 nc:itions nro lhc bcsl ycl. Sp:uklin:
:i.nd colorful, yel nficc:ting lhc true spiril of Chri stm:is lh<'5c
beautiful foldtrs will sell thcmsch-cs. Two "Sunshine Linc"
De Luxe 2l·picc:c assortments, the cxtr3 \•alue "Silenl Night"
box, Regals for Christm:i.s and Christmas Jewels. Also Religious
Bookm:uk J\ssorlmenl, gift \\'T3ps, Manger Set, :i.nd m:iny olhcr
Items to bring you orders \\ilh handsome profils.
WRITE FOR
CATALOG

Church Sodetie!. tan rn:ike mnney fnr
worthy projects. The "Sunshine Linc"
offers you D.n :i.pproprfatc means for
raising fW'lds. S:implc assortments on
;ipproval

TRIUMPHANT ART PUBLISHERS, Dept.Cl20
Anderson, Ind. or Son Jose, Calif.
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LIFE OF ST. PAUL
PREJU-

dice and comniunalism seems almost gone
from the new India,
according to Dr. E. M.
Moffatt, missionary in
Lucknow, India.
Methodist rrlnts
He stated that peoDr. E. M. Moffatt
pie of all religions are
given equal treatment..
A man who belongs to the Congress
party may be given preference, and the
common complaint is that too often a
man is put into a position for which he
is not fitted as a reward for having gone
to jail under the old regime. There are
still many Muslims in India, almost as
many as in Pakistan, and they are given
the same rights as Hindus. Christians of
ability have perhaps a greater chance.
This State of Uttar Pradesh (formerly the United Provinces) with a popu-

SERIES
12 powerful episodes of the New
Testament drama of the persecutor
Saul who became the Apostle Paul,
An inspiring series for lent, evcngel·
ism programs, Church school, Deily
Vacation Bible School, Canfirmction
Classes. For special arrangement for
entire series, See your Cathedral
film library manager today-

Cothedrol'lilme

~hl'Jt.1.. 140

NORTH HOLLYWOOD WAY
~BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

The NEWEST oncl BEST!

Co1hcdrol~ilms'
LIFE OF ST. PAUL SERIES
12 EPISODES NOW COMPLETED!

WORLD
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MAKE

The Scarritt College Commemorative Plate features
the inspiring Belle Harris Bennett Memorial tower.
Created and produced by Adams of England, it
comes in two colors: Old English Blue and Mulberry.
Price, including mailing charges, $3.50 per plate .
. Profit from the sale of these plates will be applied
to either the Cuninggim Building Fund or the
Mabel K. Howell Chair of Missions, projects of the
Alumni Association.
ORDER FROM
ALUMNI OFFICE, SCARRIT1: COLLEGE
Nashville 5, Tennessee

• Among Methodist leaders in Brazil are: (at left) Rev. Jose de Azevedo
Guerra, editor of the Expositor Christao, and his wife, a TV.S.C.S. leader and
conference treasurer; (at right) Rev. and Nfrs. Charles A. Long, missionaries.
A1rs. Long helJ>ed start the fV.S.C.S. movement in Brazil. Mr. Long, having been
in Brazil since 1911, has occujJied almost every office on the field.

of the Board of Missions in New York.
Although some funds were raised locally, most of the money came from
American Methodists.
Most of the construction work was

done by Herman Lee Christian, a construction engineer from Phoenix, Ariz."
He had practiced engineering privately for 25 years before becoming a
Methodist missionary.

GREETING CARDS
Just show to your fricnclS our Christmas nnd Everyday
Greeting Canis und Sccnte<l Stationery, with or without
Scrlpturo Tc,t, nnd watch them sell! DIG PilOF!TI Also,
Nornl Greetln::: Cnrds, Girt ·w raps, Luminous and P1nstlc
products, Cnkmtors. Noreltt es. Pictures. Books, nnd Illhlcs
nre other monc:w-m nkers. E\'eryone in your community is
a prosp<:'ctive cl1stomcr. No expcrienr:e nredccl. Orgnnizatlons and church groups can use the snme successful method for raising funds. Write today for our big illustrated
catalog nnd Donus snles plan. A penny post card will brlnc:
information-Free.

McBETH'S Religious Art Studio
Dcp~rtmcnt

Eli:i:abcthtown. Pa.

No. l-65

1ation more than a third that of U.S.A.,
is presided over by a Parsec governor,
while Bombay has a Christian governor.
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Elmes Memorial Church
Dedicated at Old Umtali
v> Tim NEW $50,000 EHNES MEl\IORIAL
Church was recently dedicated at Old
Umtali in Southern Rhodesia.
The building was dedicated at four
different services to accommodate the
crowd of 4,000 Africans, Europeans and
Orienta ls. TI1e governor of Southern
Rhodesia spoke to the crowd before
the doors were opened. Dr. Ralph E.
Dodge, secretary of the Division of
Foreign Missions work in Africa, was
speaker at the opening service.
The building is a memorial to the
late Dr. Morris \V. Elmes, Methodism's pioneer missionary at Umtali
and Old Umtali, and former treasurer
OCTOBER
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You too can have this ;oyous experience as a result
of "A Gift That Serves You and Others Too!"

No possible miscarriage of your wishes
or depletion of your
estate. You are your
own executor while alive and
you avoid all financial worries, legal fees,
inheritance taxes and family quarrels.

Popular Annuity Plan Acclaimed
Dependable, non-diminishing income
checks are yours regularly. This plan
saves you time, effort and the responsibility for collections and re-investments. You participate in spreading
the gospel and advancing the Kingdom while making your financial
future secure.

For Bo years through good
times and bad, through wars
and rumors of wars, the
Mission Boards of 'The
Methodist Church have always
made Annuity payments when
due -promptly and in full.
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: : n:: : c : o : t
Gift
Serves You ond Others Too I" giving particulars of

~

THE ANNUITY PLAN.

W0-10-14-1

~ NAME----------~~-

1\1 ADDRESS
U CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ ZONE_ STATE._ _ __
Mail to: Division of Foreign Missions and •
Division of Home Missions and Church Extension

THE METHODIST CHURCH
150 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK 11, NEW YORK
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WHETHER YOU ARE 15 OR 75 ... READ THIS IMPORTANT MESSAGE

New Sickness and Accident Benefits
0
Include $25° Weekly Payment Feature
Costs Only s12 a Year-Down Payment s2.50
Ages 60 to 69 Only s1a a Year-Ages 70 to 75 Only s24 a Year
The older you are the harder it is to get protection against financial worries that come when accident or siclmess strikes. That's why the reliable
North American Accident Insurance Company of
Chicago has issued a special policy for men and
women up to 75 years of age. It helps meet sudden doctor and hospital bills-and the cost is only
$12 a year for both men and women from 15 to 59
years old ... only $18 a year from 60 to 69 years ...
from ages 70 to 75 only $24 a year. Easy payment
plan if desired.
No doctor's examination required, merely your
own statement as to your present health. If your
policy is in effect at age 75, you may even continue
it to age 80 at no further increase in premium.
ABSOLUTELY NO REDUCTION IN BENEFITS REGARDLESS OF AGE. Protects you 24 hours a day.
This is the popular, sound "SERIES 500" Limited
Accident and Sickness Policy which thousands of
men and women are carrying, all over the countryit pays $25 a week for 10 weeks for total disability resulting from certain specified accidents and
sicknesses; AN ADDITIONAL $25 A WEEK for 4
weeks for accidents requiring hospital confinement;
up to $25 cash for doctor bills (at the rate of $3 per
visit) even for a minor accident such as a cut finger.
In case of accidental death the policy pays $1.000.00
cash to your beneficiary. Accident benefits effective
from date of policy. Sickness benefits effective 30
days from date of policy.
In addition, the policy covers many sicknesses
including pneumonia, cancer, diabetes, tuberculosis, polio, ulcer of stomach or intestines, and operation for removal of appendiJ!:, hemorrhoids, gall
bladder, kidney and prostate, paying the weekly
benefit after the first seven days of confinement to
either home or hospital.
This new policy also has a double indemnity feature covering travel accidents. You receive $50 a
week if disabled by an accident in a bus, taxicab,
train, subway or street car, and $75 a week if the
accident requires hospital confinement. The death
benefit increases to $2,000.00 if caused by a travel
accident.
50
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Your benefits are never reduced even though you
are also insured in a Group Plan. Blue Cross or other
Hospitalization Insurance. So if you are now a member of some worthy hospitalization plan, you still
need this additional protection. Only a small percentage of people are confined to a hospital. and
even then only for a fraction of the time they are
disabled. Most people-over 80%-are confined at
home where hospitalization plans do not apply. Or,
they are hospitalized for a few days or a week. then
spend weeks of convalescence at home before they
can go back to work again. The North American
Policy pays specified benefits regardless of whether
you are confined to your home or to a hospital.
North American Accident Insurance Company of
Chicago has been in business for more than sixtyfive years, and is one of the largest siclmess and
accident companies with assets of over $19,000,000.00. It has paid out many millions to grateful
policy holders when they needed help most. North
American is licensed by the Insurance Departments
of all 48 States and the District of Columbia.
Whatever your age, whether you are young or
old, you need this sensible, necessary protection.
Get full details about this new policy by sending
for the revealing booklet, "Cash or Sympathy." The
booklet is absolutely free. It will be mailed without
charge or obligation of any kind. We suggest you
get your free copy by mailing the coupon to Premier
Policy Division, North American Accident Insurance
Co. of Chicago, 830 Broad St., Dept. 764, Newark 2,
New Jersey.

r
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-MAIL THIS COUPON FOR

f.Rff

BOOKLET·

North American Accident Insurance Co. of Chicago
830 Broad St., Dept. 764, Newark 2, New Jersey

Premier
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Please mail me your FREE booklet, "CASH OR J
SYMPATHY." I understand there is absolutely no
obligation.
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THE ONE CHUBCH
In I.he Light of I.he New Testament
By CLARENCE TUCKER CRAIG. A forthright, provocative analysis of denominational positions which Dr. Craig sees as barriers to a united Christianity.
·w ith uncompromising frankness, yet with appreciation and understanding, he
examines questions of organization, communion, baptism, and doctrine which
have split the Church Christ established-and points the way to a resolution of
these issues through a study of the faith and practice of the New Testament
Church. A timely and revealing book for everyone who would see the Christian
Church become a vital force in the twentieth century.
$2

THE TEAKWOOD PULPIT

HEBE I STAND

And Other Stories for Junior Worship

A Life of Martin Luther

By ALICE GEER KELSEY. Thirty-four brief, easy-to-tell
stories-a rich variety of worship materials for the home
or school story hour, for \l'Orship services in the church
and church school. "Her \\'Ork is meeting a real need . . . .
\Veil written, of real interest, calculated to teach genuine
religious truths. Any worker with juniors will welcome
this addition to his store of materials."-Christian 011·
server.
$1.75

THE ADVENTURE OF
FINDING GOD
By VIRGINIA CHURCH. "Twelve discussions about such
matters as: Belief in God; the nature of God and how to
find him; the guidance of the Bible; belief in Christ;
science and psycholog)'; contribution of the poets; inspiration from the artists; the nature and power of prayer;
immortality; our relationship to God . . . . Young people
and adults as well will be greatly helped by these explanations. Deeply devotional and centered in biblical truth,
yet broad and understanding in the approach to youth."Church Management.
$1.50

WINDOWS TOWARD GOD
By CHARLES H. SCHMITZ. "Each of the 86 brief meditations is a 'window' opening on a new world-a world
where you will fmd deeper, firmer faith in God and new,
unnoticed beauty in your everyday life."-C/mrch Woman .
"Each meditation consists of a pointed reflection upon
some phase of religion and life, followed by a prayer for
the day . . . . Terse and practical."-Christian Advocate.
PocKET SrzE

The 1950 Abingdo11 -Col1esbury Award Winner
By ROLAND H. BAINTON.
"The best one-volume Luther biography in any language, .. . written with verve and humor."Saturday Review of Literature.
"Brilliant, ... sympathetic, ...
one of the definitive books on
Luther."-Newsweek.
"We catch the deep strength of
a prophetic reformer who thought
himself dedicated to God in behalf of a great Christian cause."
-Cleve frmd Plain Dealer.
With more than 100 rare ll'Oodcuts and engravings-by
Cranach, Holbein, and others. 424 PAGES.
$4.75

SAINTS WITHOUT HALOS
By ALVIN E. MAGARY. "A successful job in dramatizing
the lives of men and women who walk through the pages
of the New Testament, recreating them as individuals with
everyday problems, even as you and I. The author treats
them all with warm understanding and sympathy. . . .
Should prove of great interest to the student of biblical
history, and ll'ill provide a better understanding of the
lives of the people it portrays."-San Francisco Cal/-Bulleti11.
"Pure dclight."-Chrislian Century.
$2

$1.25

PARSONAGE DOOBWAY
By ANNA LAURA GEBHARD

•

Illustrated by Janet Smalley

"The author of Rural Parish tells the tender, sometimes amusing story
of a few years in the lives of her young brood of tll'o boys and tll'O girls.
\\'armly commended as enjoyable reading, for the sense of rcnell'al which
it gives the reader and for the spirit of creative love with which it is
imbued.''-Religious Booh Club.
$1.75
and published by Abingdon-Cokesbury
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ORDER THESE ~9 ~4
NOW...
Sell them to your friends and church
members for extra Christmas profits.
21 Folder De LUXE ASSORTMENT
Year after year the demand is growing for Xmas cards with religious significance. And here's the assortment that will help you
cash in on the big demand this year. Twenty-one beautiful folders
with carefully selected designs, and just-right sentiments and Bible
verses. Many expensive features such as metallic seals and backgrounds, crinkled acetate and printed plastic inserts, novel hand
folds, gold printing, embossing, and die cutting add to the appeal
of this assortment. You'll find an order waiting whenever you
show your sample. So order several boxes right away. (GT)
G8551
G8651

with Bible verses (the red box)
without Bible verses (the blue box)

Quantity
Cost to you
1 to 19 boxes ..... . .... . 65 cents each
20 or more . . . . . . . .
. 60 cents each
Add state sales tax if necessary.

SELLS
for $1.00
Sell for
$1.00
$1.00

Profit

35 cents
40 cents

None on interstate orders.
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